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In Brief
This volume of the LLE Review, covering January–March 2017, features “Laser-Driven Magnetized
Liner Inertial Fusion on OMEGA” by D. H. Barnak, J. R. Davies, R. Betti, M. J. Bonino, E. M. Campbell,
V. Yu. Glebov, D. R. Harding, J. P. Knauer, S. P. Regan, and A. B. Sefkow (LLE); A. J. Harvey-Thompson,
K. J. Peterson, D. B. Sinars, S. A. Slutz, and M. R. Weis (SNL); and P.-Y. Chang (National Cheng Kung
University). This article (p. 55) provides a brief overview of the development of a laser-driven MagLIF
(magnetized liner inertial fusion) platform on the OMEGA laser. MagLIF was developed at the Z Pulsed
Power Facility at Sandia National Laboratories and is a key target concept in the U.S. Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) Program. Laser-driven MagLIF on OMEGA is being developed to provide the first data on
scaling and to allow for more shots with better diagnostic access than Z, facilitating basic physics studies.
Additional research highlights presented in this issue include the following:
• D. H. Edgell, R. K. Follett, I. V. Igumenshchev, J. F. Myatt, J. Shaw, and D. H. Froula consider mitigation
of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) in OMEGA direct-drive implosions by wavelength detuning the
three separate legs of the system using a 3-D model (p. 61). CBET redistributes power from the ingoing
central portion to the outgoing edge of OMEGA beams, increasing the root-mean-squared absorption
nonuniformity by an order of magnitude and reducing total absorbed power. A wavelength shift of
!10 Å on two legs is found to be optimal for absorption and close to optimal for absorption uniformity.
• C. R. Stillman, P. M. Nilson, S. T. Ivancic, C. Mileham, I. A. Begishev, and D. H. Froula (LLE); and
I. E. Golovkin (Prism Computational Sciences) report picosecond time-resolved measurements of
the shift of the 1s2p–1s2 line in He-like Al as a function of electron density (p. 73). Temperature and
density are inferred from the Al He a complex using a nonlocal-thermodynamic-equilibrium model.
The measurements are broadly consistent with an analytic line-shift model based on calculations of
a self-consistent field ion-sphere model.
• F. J. Marshall, R. E. Bahr, V. N. Goncharov, V. Yu. Glebov, B. Peng, S. P. Regan, T. C. Sangster, and
C. Stoeckl describe a 16-image Kirkpatrick–Baez–type x-ray microscope coupled to a high-speed
framing camera (p. 79). A temporal resolution of +30 ps and a spatial resolution of +6 nm have been
achieved. The new diagnostic has made it possible to accurately determine cryogenic implosion-core
emission size and shape at the peak of stagnation, which has contributed to the determination of core
pressures exceeding 50 Gbar.
• M. Sharpe and W. T. Shmayda present a model for tritium interaction with metals that treats a metal
as a composite with a high-solubility surface layer bonded to a metal lattice (p. 87). Equilibrium is
assumed so that the ratio of tritium concentration in the surface and in the lattice depends on the relative solubilities. The model can predict the temporal evolution of tritium concentration profiles during
exposure to tritium gas, during storage and during successive decontamination efforts, and could be
used to develop surfaces that are less prone to absorb tritium.

iii

• F. Weilacher, P. B. Radha, and C. Forrest use 3-D modeling with the hydrodynamic code HYDRA and
the neutron tracking code IRIS3D to interpret neutron emission measurements (p. 100). It is shown
that background subtraction is important for inferring areal density from backscattered neutrons, but
less important for forward-scattered neutrons, and is important for inferring ion temperature from DD
neutrons, but is insignificant when inferring ion temperature from DT neutrons at the areal densities
typical of OMEGA implosions. Asymmetries resulting in fluid flow in the core are shown to influence
the absolute inferred ion temperatures from both reactions. Relative inferred temperatures reflect the
underlying asymmetry of the implosion.
Jonathan R. Davies
Editor
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Introduction
Magnetized liner inertial fusion (MagLIF) is a concept that
utilizes pulsed-power–driven Z pinches of metal liners to
compress deuterium–tritium (DT) gas to fusion-relevant
temperatures and pressures.1 For cylindrical compression and
pulsed-power time scales (+100 ns), it is required that the fuel
be preheated to +100 eV and axially magnetized to suppress
radial conduction losses to achieve near-adiabatic compression, reducing the radial convergence required to reach the
temperatures and pressures needed for thermonuclear fusion.
At stagnation, the axial magnetic field is compressed to the
point where it is strong enough to magnetize alpha particles,2
allowing self-heating to occur at low areal densities.
Cylindrical implosions can be achieved with 40 beams of
the OMEGA Laser System, and in fact, magnetized cylindrical implosions have been carried out on OMEGA,3,4 leaving
only the laser preheating of the gas. A single beam has been
redirected down a symmetry axis of OMEGA to heat the gas
prior to compression.
MagLIF is being scaled down from a pulsed-power–
driven device to a laser-driven device for several reasons:
pulsed-power devices, like the Z machine at Sandia National
Laboratories, are very violent environments in terms of debris
and electromagnetic noise, making it very difficult to field
diagnostics and maintain a high shot rate. Furthermore, diagnostic access around the target chamber in Z is limited by the
installation of the axial magnetic field coils and the geometry
of the current delivery system. OMEGA can perform roughly
10 # more shots per day than Z and can provide better statistics
and wider scans of the MagLIF parameter space. Furthermore,
OMEGA has the capability to perform measurements that
cannot be done on the Z machine, such as proton radiography
of the compressed axial magnetic field, low-yield neutron
measurements, and time-resolved x-ray measurements of the
liner trajectory. Experiments at the OMEGA scale can provide
another experimental data point for the energy scaling of the
MagLIF concept and will ultimately give us the confidence in
extrapolating MagLIF to ignition-scale designs.
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This article is a brief overview of the work done to establish a science platform for studying the physics of MagLIF
on OMEGA. Future more-detailed papers will describe the
separate steps taken to achieve this goal. The following sections present (1) a review of 1-D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
results that were used to design the platform; (2) preliminary
results from experiments conducted to achieve the required preheat and uniform cylindrical compression; (3) the first results
from a fully integrated MagLIF implosion on OMEGA; and
(4) future projects to be explored using this recently established
experimental platform.
Point Design
The OMEGA point design 5 is energy scaled from the
Z machine’s 29-MA point design.1 The conserved quantity
is energy per unit volume, which mandates that the linear
dimensions be scaled down by a factor of 10 to match the
factor-of-1000 difference in driver energy between OMEGA
and Z. Other factors such as fuel preheat and initial axial magnetic field can be the same. A higher implosion velocity will
be needed at the OMEGA scale to compensate for increased
thermal losses at the smaller scale. The preheat temperature,
liner aspect ratio, and fuel density can be changed to achieve
different implosion energetics for a complete scan of the
MagLIF parameter space. An ensemble of 1-D MHD simulations that include electrothermal terms in Ohm’s Law6 was
used to determine the optimal laser pulse length, taking into
account the drop in on-target energy for pulses longer than 1 ns,
and fuel density for shell thicknesses from 20 nm to 50 nm
for a fixed 10-T initial axial magnetic field and 200-eV preheat
temperature, the objective being to maximize neutron yield at
a fuel convergence ratio close to the 25 chosen for the Z point
design. Only a square-shaped laser pulse was considered. The
optimal design for a 30-nm shell is a 1.5-ns pulse length with
an initial fuel density >1.5 mg/cm3 as shown in Fig. 150.1.
Thicker shells did not give adequate final fuel temperatures.
This optimal point is for a fixed magnetic field and preheat
temperature, which is easily achievable. If the magnetic-field
capabilities of OMEGA are expanded to values above 10 T,
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the optimal point may change. Increasing magnetic field and
preheat reduces convergence ratio and implosion speed, providing a more stable cylindrical implosion. Higher core pressures
are achieved for higher magnetic fields because of the suppression of radial conduction losses (seen in Fig. 150.2). A higher
preheat temperature leads to a lower final pressure for a fixed
energy implosion, which is consistent with a simple model for
adiabatic compression. For a given energy in a piston E and
initial pressure P0 and volume V0, the final pressure increase is
Pf
E c
=d
P0
P0 V0 n

c- 1

(1)

and is therefore inversely proportional to the starting temperature for a fixed initial mass piston. Substituting this back into
the energy balance equation and solving for the convergence
ratio, we obtain
CR =

(2)
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which is proportional to the final pressure or inversely proportional to the initial temperature. Higher starting temperatures,
therefore, give a lower final pressure and lower convergence
ratio, which is the trend highlighted in Fig. 150.2.
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Figure 150.1
(a) The D2 fuel convergence ratio as a function of initial gas density for three different pulse lengths; (b) the neutron yields from each of these designs. These
plots show that a 1.5-ns pulse is optimal and that the design requires an initial fuel density higher than that which optimizes neutron yield to maintain a fuel
convergence ratio <30, indicated by the red dashed line.
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Figure 150.2
(a) As the magnetic field increases, the volume-averaged thermal pressure of the fuel increases, resulting in (b) a lower convergence ratio at the end of the
implosion. This is mostly caused by the magnetic field suppressing radial conduction losses. The red circled region is the point design considering the capabilities of the OMEGA Laser System.
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Regardless of the starting magnetic field or shell thickness,
1-D calculations show that a minimum preheat temperature of
+100 eV is required for neutron yield increases larger than a
factor of 2 from the magnetic field above the implosion-only
baseline of +1010 mm–1. Once above the threshold preheat,
neutron yields and ion temperatures do not increase with initial
temperature, but convergence ratio decreases, increasing the
stability of the imploding shell. With a sufficient preheat temperature, increasing the initial magnetic field from 10 T to 30 T
increases the neutron yield as shown in Fig. 150.3. Above 30 T,
heat loss is ion diffusion dominated since radial electron conduction is essentially zero. Therefore, there is no further benefit
from increasing the initial field. The magnetic field required
to suppress ion heat flow introduces too much magnetic-field
pressure, making it difficult to compress the target.
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2.5

200

the laser axis, soft x-ray emission from the LEH window and
the gas, and optical emission from the surface of the gas-filled
cylinder, we characterized the LEH window disassembly and
the energy that propagates into the gas and determined a lower
bound on the preheat temperature.
From the calorimeter measurements and backscatter
diagnostics of the window-only shots, we determined that
64.5!2.0% of the laser energy incident on the LEH window is
transmitted, with only 0.72!0.22% scattered outside of a 28°
cone and 0.59!0.16% backscattered. It should be noted that the
backscatter measurements herein are Brillouin measurements
since the Raman measurement was below detectable threshold.
We can then infer that 34!2.0% of the laser energy is absorbed
in the window material as it disassembles. We have calculated
the absorbed fraction using the 2-D hydrocodes DRACO and
FLASH,7 both of which give an absorbed energy of +30%.
Furthermore, we can post-process the output from these
hydrocodes to model the soft x-ray spectra of the LEH window
disassembly. The results of this spectral analysis compared
directly to measurements from an array of differentially filtered
x-ray diodes are in good agreement, as illustrated in Fig. 150.4.
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Preheat Experiments
The focused preheat experiments determined the laser
entrance hole (LEH) window transmission, backscatter, and
sidescatter; a gas-filled cylindrical target was illuminated with
up to 200 J of 3~ light in a 2.5-ns square-shaped pulse to study
gas preheating in situ. The beam was focused on the LEH
window and a 200-nm phase plate with smoothing by spectral
dispersion and distributed polarization rotators were used. To
study the window behavior in detail, window-only assemblies
that consisted of the same 1.84-nm-thick polyimide foils used
for the gas cylinder targets were studied. Using calorimeters,
Raman and Brillouin spectrometers in different ports around

0.06

0.00

Figure 150.3
Neutron yields (contours) and neutron-averaged ion temperatures (colors) plotted as a function of initial axial magnetic field and preheat temperature. The
region currently accessible by OMEGA is shown enclosed in the dashed lines.
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Figure 150.4
[(a), (b)] Two examples of the x-ray diode traces from experiments using
a single laser beam and a laser entrance hole window assembly. The postprocessed results from the FLASH hydrocode are in good agreement relative
to the shot-to-shot variations.
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Implosion Experiments
Implosion-only experiments were used to optimize the beam
pointing and balance between normal and oblique beams; normal beams, referring to two rings of ten beams at an incidence
angle of !9°, and oblique beams, referring to two rings of ten
beams at an incidence angle of !31°. Both the separation and
the intensity of the beams determine the uniformity and length
of the cylindrical implosions. Using time-resolved x-ray images
of the shell in flight, a shape can be determined by fitting the
inner surface with a fourth-order polynomial function as shown
in Fig. 150.6:
R _zi = a + b _z- z0i2 + c _z- z 0i4.
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Figure 150.5
The ratio of Channel 2 to Channel 3 of the soft x-ray imager versus the wall
temperature of the cylinder shows that the lower bound solution is 100 eV.
Other solutions from different channel ratios either violate the condition of
Tgas > Twall or give higher values.
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(3)

The coefficients of this polynomial give a numerical
measure that indicates if the shell has been overdriven at
the ends or middle or uniformly imploded. Lineouts from
time-integrated x-ray pinhole camera images also show the
uniformity of the core and the length of the imploded region
(as seen in Fig. 150.7). The illumination pattern that gives
the most-uniform implosion empirically is an overlap of the
oblique-angled beams at the center with the normal beams at
the end and a reduction in energy of the normal beams to 83%
of the maximum energy of the oblique beams. The result is the
relatively uniform axial intensity profile shown in Fig. 150.8.

r (nm)

Channel 2/Channel 3

Analysis of soft x rays from a diagnostic side window in the
gas-filled cylindrical targets infer that a minimum possible gas
temperature of 100 eV was achieved 1.3 ns into the laser pulse.
This minimum value is determined from one shot, with other
shots showing solutions above this minimum temperature.
A parylene-AF4 fluorinated plastic cylinder was filled with
2-at. % neon-doped deuterium gas. The gas was then heated
using the same laser beam that illuminated the LEH window
assemblies. A side-on diagnostic window was imaged using a
differentially filtered three-channel soft x-ray imager (SXR).
Since the SXR is not absolutely calibrated and we have limited
spectral information, the ratios of the spatially integrated channel signals are compared to a grid of possible temperatures and
densities for the gas and the wall generated by a simulation.
Comparing the channel ratios with this grid gives an infinite set
of solutions, but if we constrain the solution space by insisting
that the wall temperature cannot exceed the gas temperature,
we establish the lowest possible value of the gas temperature to
be 100 eV (shown in Fig. 150.5). Unfortunately, because of the
limited dynamic range of the SXR and the quick increase in
emission from increasing Tgas, temperatures above this 100-eV
lower limit cannot be determined. We also obtain information
about the gas heating from the x-ray diode array by looking at
the LEH region. Much of the data is heavily encoded because
of spectral integration, so we will rely primarily on comparison
with hydrocodes to get a good idea of the heating process of
the gas. A more-detailed paper on this experiment is expected
to be submitted to Physics of Plasmas in the near future.
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Figure 150.6
Each side of the shell was fit with a fourth-order polynomial to determine the
shape of the shell in flight. The laser energy was then tuned to get the shape
as flat as possible over the longest region.
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Figure 150.7
Thinner shells that have faster implosion velocities give broader and flatter
emission from the core. A raw lineout of charge-injection device counts plotted
versus the axial position from a pinhole camera demonstrates this fact. This
suggests that a faster implosion is needed at the OMEGA scale to mitigate
increased thermal losses. Pinhole images also provide a second metric for
implosion uniformity.
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Yield enhancement from both preheat and magnetic field
and preheat only matched with 1-D and 2-D simulation predictions based on the point design. 5 We have many shots
with just the implosion from the beam-balancing campaign.
In Fig. 150.10, the three best-quality implosion-only targets
are shown along with a preheat and implosion shot, the two
successful integrated MagLIF shots from the preheat beamtiming campaign, and the predicted performance of the point
design from 2-D HYDRA MHD simulations. An implosion
with magnetic field and no preheat has yet to be successfully
completed. One- and two-dimensional MHD simulations replicating the implosion dynamics and magnetic-field compression
are also under development. This is the first demonstration
of yield enhancement in a magnetized cylindrical implosion
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Figure 150.9
Neutron yield as a function of preheat beam time. The start of the drive beams
is at t = 0. Some implosion beams were partially obstructed by the magneticfield coils for both cases at the –1.3-ns timing, so these shots must be repeated,
but the data follow the expected trend predicted by the simulations.
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Figure 150.8
The irradiation pattern that gives the most cylindrically uniform compression.

Integrated MagLIF Experiments
The first integrated MagLIF experiments on OMEGA were
used to scan preheat beam timing relative to the drive beams.
Simulations and experiments both indicate the optimal time to
fire the preheat laser was +1.0 ns before the start of the drive
beams, which corresponds to preheat finishing as the shell
starts to implode. This made it possible for preheat to occur
without introducing too much mix of wall material into the
gas. Three times were scanned and the results can be seen in
Fig. 150.9.
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Figure 150.10
A summary of neutron yields for each configuration of the OMEGA MagLIF
platform. Integrated MagLIF shots are compared to a 2-D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) prediction made by the code HYDRA.
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on OMEGA and is a very promising result that confirms the
utility of laser-driven MagLIF in the development of a viable
path toward ignition.
Future Work
At the time of publication of this article, the first experiments that will probe the evolution of the axial magnetic
field will have been performed. Understanding the dynamics
of the magnetic field within the fuel is directly related to the
confidence interval of yield predictions from MHD simulations. If the magnetic-field advection within the gas is poorly
understood, yields can vary in simulation by whole orders
of magnitude. The dominant contribution to magnetic-field
advection within the gas is from the Nernst effect,8 which is an
additional advection velocity to the magnetic field proportional
to the electron heat flow.9 Therefore, the heat flow itself can
push against the magnetic field, thereby negating any benefit
of the reduced thermal conduction. Proton radiography of the
implosion can provide a direct indication of the rate of this
additional advection.
Experiments to explore the MagLIF parameter space are
scheduled to occur over the next year. A magnetic-field scan
will explore the dependence on the magnetic field and help
us understand the scaling of the Nernst effect with the magnetic field. A scan of the initial fuel density will determine
the highest achievable convergence ratio before a decrease
in performance. Laser-driven MagLIF has the ability to use
thinner shells with higher implosion velocities than pulsedpower–driven MagLIF because of ablative stabilization of the
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. A scan will be made to determine
the minimum shell thickness that can be imploded without a
significant decrease in neutron yield.
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Mitigation of Cross-Beam Energy Transfer in Symmetric
Implosions on OMEGA Using Wavelength Detuning
Introduction
In the direct-drive1,2 approach to inertial confinement fusion
(ICF), laser beams directly illuminate a spherical target, depositing most of their energy in the coronal plasma. This energy
is transported by electron thermal conduction through a conduction zone to higher densities, where ablation occurs. At the
ablation surface, material rapidly expands, producing pressure
that drives the shell of the target and thermonuclear fuel [usually deuterium–tritium (DT)] toward the center of the capsule,
compressing the target to + 400 g/cm3 (Ref. 2). To achieve this
compression, the laser pulses are precisely shaped to launch
a series of synchronized spherical shocks that cause the fuel
to compress quasi-adiabatically. As the capsule converges, its
kinetic energy is converted to internal energy, creating a hot
dense core in which fusion reactions initiate, surrounded by a
cold, dense, nearly Fermi-degenerate shell.1–3
Successful direct-drive ignition requires both efficient
deposition of the laser energy in the coronal plasma and uniform target illumination to produce the spherically symmetric
drive required to avoid hydrodynamic instabilities and lowmode-number asymmetries that can quench the implosion.4,5
The target is illuminated by a number of beams, distributed
symmetrically around the target, with diameters that are
selected by the trade-off between increased drive uniformity
and decreased drive efficiency as the laser spot size increases.6
When neglecting laser–plasma instabilities, a laser focal-spot
radius approximately equal to the target radius provides the
best compromise.7
The total laser drive pressure and its uniformity can be
significantly degraded by the transfer of energy between laser
beams crossing in the coronal plasma.8–12 Cross-beam energy
transfer (CBET) is a three-wave process that occurs when the
beat wave created by the interference between two electromagnetic waves resonantly excites a plasma ion-acoustic wave
(IAW) as shown in Fig. 150.11. When two lasers with frequencies ~1, ~2 and wave vectors kv1, kv2 cross in a plasma, the ponderomotive force of their beat wave can drive a plasma density
perturbation. These density perturbations form a grating and
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cause Bragg diffraction, facilitating the transfer via stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS). The coupling is maximized when
the driven wave satisfies the dispersion relation for the IAW:
v f : kvIAW = ! c s k IAW ,
~ IAW - u
~ IAW = ~ 1- ~ 2 ,

(1)

kvIAW = kv1- kv2 ,
where uv f is the local plasma hydrodynamic flow velocity, cs is
the local sound speed, and ~IAW and kvIAW are the frequency
and wave vector, respectively, of the ion-acoustic wave. The two
branches `! c s k IAW j of the dispersion relation correspond to
the direction of power flow from the higher-frequency (in the
plasma reference frame) “pump” wave to the lower-frequency
“seed” wave. Since CBET is seeded by a laser beam rather
than small-amplitude thermal noise, significant energy can be
exchanged even when the SBS gain is small.
Seed

Vf

k2

Ion-acoustic
kIAW
wave

Plasma
flow

k1
Pump
E26069JR

Energy transfer

Figure 150.11
A k-space diagram of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET). Energy is transferred from the pump beam to the seed beam as indicated by the magenta
arrow labeled “Energy transfer.”
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Experiments have demonstrated the existence of CBET
between frequency‑mismatched beams13 and beams with the
same frequency but crossing in a flowing plasma.14–18 CBET
has been modeled many times for a pair of crossing beams.19–22
Indirect-drive hohlraum experiments at the National Ignition
Facility (NIF)23 have identified CBET as a mechanism responsible for transferring significant amounts of energy between
laser beams.24 In these experiments, the angle between crossing
beams was small enough that steady-state CBET models could
use a 3-D paraxial approximation or neglect small 3-D effects.

can have a large effect on a target’s illumination uniformity. The
details and orientation of the redistribution depend on the 3‑D
positions of the beams with respect to each other and should be
modeled in 3-D. In-line ray-based CBET models36,40,41 have
now been added to the direct-drive codes LILAC (1-D)42 and
DRACO (2-D),43 which allow one to hydrodynamically selfconsistently model CBET in direct-drive implosions. CBET
redistributes +30% of the incident energy on OMEGA at intensities of 5 # 1014 W/cm2 and is responsible for a 10% to 20%
reduction in laser absorption according to the LILAC model.36

These models showed that significant CBET occurred
between NIF beams when they were at the same wavelength
and that energy was forward scattered from beams pointed
toward the hohlraum equator to those directed nearer to the
ends of the hohlraum, affecting the implosion symmetry on
indirect-drive hohlraum experiments. It was also shown that
CBET can distort the effective beam profile20 even when the
net transfer between beams is zero.25 These models predicted
that relatively small wavelength shifts (of the order of 1 Å)
could tune the shape of an indirect-drive hohlraum implosion
by transferring energy between beam rings. Independently
varying the wavelength of the NIF beams to control CBET
is now used as a tool to tune the implosion symmetry on the
NIF25–29 and to reduce stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
backscatter.27,30 Recently, an in-line CBET model31,32 was
incorporated into the main 3-D radiation–hydrodynamics code,
known as HYDRA,33 for the NIF.

Several different schemes have been proposed to mitigate
CBET in direct-drive implosions, including doped ablators,40
narrow beams,36,44–46 and multicolor lasers.36,40 The predictions in direct drive that outgoing light from the edge of the
beam was taking energy out of the incoming light from the
beam center led to the proposal that shrinking the beam radius
would reduce CBET.36 Studies have shown that reducing the
diameter of the laser beams by 30% can restore nearly all of the
kinetic energy lost to CBET, but at a cost of increased low-mode
perturbations.44 Low-mode uniformity might be maintained by
using two-state beam “zooming,” where the implosion is initiated using full-sized beams that are then reduced in radius after
the corona has developed a sufficient conduction zone to smooth
out perturbations.45 Implementing zooming on OMEGA
would require new phase plates, referred to as zooming phase
plates (ZPP’s) and co-propagating dual driver lines.46 Using
laser beams with multiple wavelengths has been proposed to
mitigate CBET in direct-drive implosions. Color-splitting the
beams into two or more co-propagating wavelengths with Dm >
5 Å reduces CBET by +50% in 1‑D modeling.36,40 Instead of
each beam containing multiple wavelengths, the beams could
be grouped into subsets of monochromatic beams with distinct
wavelengths.47 The current in-line models will not capture the
full effect of the 3-D beam distribution because of their respective 1‑D and 2-D approximations.

In direct drive, the presence of CBET was first inferred from
the experimental observation of the scattered-light spectra34,35
and the implosion velocity.36,37 Early direct-drive CBET
modeling typically used a 1-D linear geometry;10,38 however,
to properly model a direct-drive implosion, the crossings of
many beams must be calculated simultaneously. The complex
beam paths caused by refraction through the coronal plasma
invalidate the paraxial approximation, and CBET models for
direct-drive implosions typically use 3-D ray tracing to calculate the crossing beam trajectories. Initial CBET modeling
suggested that in direct drive, CBET could backscatter energy
out of ingoing rays from the hydrodynamically efficient smallimpact parameter inner portion of the laser beam spot to outgoing large-impact parameter rays near the edge of the beam
spot.34,39 This would allow significant amounts of the incident
energy from the central portion of the laser beams to bypass the
highest absorption region near the critical surface, reducing the
ablation pressure and hydrodynamic efficiency of the implosion. The redistribution of power modifies the effective beam
profile identically for each beam in a symmetric implosion and
62

In this article, the effects of frequency detuning laser
beams in direct-drive symmetric implosions are studied using
a 3-D CBET model. To our knowledge, this is the first fully
3-D modeling of CBET for direct-drive implosions. The 3-D
ray-based CBET model was benchmarked against full-field
calculations,48 providing confidence in the implementation of
the model to calculate the effects of CBET in full-scale implosion experiments. These calculations show that interactions
between beams with relative angles between 45° and 90° are the
most significant for CBET in OMEGA direct-drive implosions.
Redistribution of laser power because of CBET can increase the
rms (root mean square) absorption nonuniformity by an order
LLE Review, Volume 150
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The following sections discuss the model equations and
gridding; report on model results for two-beam and many-beam
CBET coupling when all the beams are launched with the same
wavelength; and present predictions for a CBET mitigation
scheme in 60-beam symmetric OMEGA direct-drive implosions using wavelength detuning.
The 3-D CBET Model
The CBET model used here (BeamCrosser) was originally
developed as a MATLAB49-based hydrodynamics code postprocessor to simulate scattered-light spectra from OMEGA
implosions50 and provided the first evidence that CBET was
significantly degrading implosion performance relative to 1-D
hydrodynamic predictions.34,39 As a hydrodynamics code
postprocessor, the CBET model relies on time-varying coronal
plasma parameters calculated independently by a hydrodynamics code such as LILAC (1-D) or DRACO (2-D). The CBET
model is used to gain insight into 3-D effects during an implosion, even though its calculations are not fully self-consistent
with the plasma hydrodynamics.
1. Ray Tracing and Model Gridding
The model is a ray-based CBET model and therefore does
not solve the full electromagnetic Maxwell equations. The
reduced ray equation for geometric optics51 is used to determine the laser beam propagation through the coronal plasma
of an implosion. The ray equation is solved by a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method similar to that of Sharma et al.52
A single geometric optics-based ray is simply a path through
space that by itself carries no inherent information about the
local light intensity. The laser intensity along a ray is calculated
using the intensity law of geometrical optics51 and the spacing between points of neighboring rays on the same wavefront
(having equal optical path lengths) along with the change in
intensity caused by absorption and CBET, as discussed in the
next section.
An example of the ray paths for a single laser beam propagating through a spherically symmetric coronal plasma of a
direct-drive implosion is shown in Fig. 150.11. Refraction of
the rays produces a paraboloid-like shadow behind the target
inside of which rays cannot reach. The envelope of tangential
rays defining the boundary surface of the shadow volume is a
LLE Review, Volume 150

caustic53 of the “fold catastrophe” type,54 where rays fold upon
themselves and all points on the unshadowed side of the caustic
are intersected by two distinct rays. The points where the rays
graze the caustic are sometimes referred to as their “turning
points,”53 but that is not true in general. The turning point is
best defined as the point of deepest radial penetration into the
coronal plasma. It is clear from the outermost rays shown in
Fig. 150.12 that these rays cross well away from their closest
approach to the target. The intensity law of geometrical optics
breaks down near the caustic, where the spacing between points
on the same wavefront becomes very small, giving unphysically
high intensities. The actual intensity where two rays cross is
limited by diffraction. The intensity near the caustic is similar
to an Airy pattern superimposed on the intensity from the
geometric law. The CBET model limits the intensity along
the rays from reaching unphysically high intensities by using
either a fixed limiting factor or a field swelling limit based on
Kruer;48,55 however, this limit has only a small effect on the
results of the code since it is applied only in a small volume.
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of magnitude. Shifting the relative wavelengths of three groups
of laser beams by +10 Å maximized the total absorption, and
the rms absorption nonuniformity was near minimum for the
implosion conditions studied in this article.
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Figure 150.12
Ray tracing of a laser beam through a spherical plasma.

The change in local laser frequency along the ray path
resulting from changing plasma conditions is calculated from
the difference in flight times of successive wavefronts:56
D~ = ~ L

2x
,
2t

(2)

where ~L is the initial laser vacuum frequency and x is flight
time of the light along the ray. The rate of change in flight time
is directly calculable along a ray using the local rate of change
in plasma density along each ray path. Calculating this general63
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ized Doppler effect is essential because the change in frequency
between incoming and outgoing rays in a typical direct-drive
implosion is of the same order as the difference in the frequency
needed for CBET (approximately a few angstroms).

J
CCBET NO
1
dPb _si = Pb _si KK
+ /
O ds,
L
L
KK abs all beam CBET OO
crossings
L
P

The model “gridding” follows the beam trajectories determined by the ray trace. Each on-target laser beam profile is
discretized into many square “beamlets” with flat intensities on
a 2-D grid, as shown in Fig. 150.13(a). The distance along the
path of each beamlet provides the third dimension for the gridding of each beam. Figure 150.13(b) shows this non-orthogonal
overlapping grid in which more than one cell for a single beam
can occupy the same physical space. CBET at these intrabeam
crossings between beamlets from the same beam is calculated
by the model in addition to crossing between beamlets from
different beams. The significant refraction of the laser light
in a direct-drive implosion plasma is a major difference from
indirect drive, where the refraction of the laser beams can
typically be ignored26 and the paraxial approximation can be
employed25 in the volume where the beams cross.

where L abs is the scale length of inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption.57 CCBET is a multiplier, typically of the order of 2
for implosion modeling,58 applied to the calculated CBET coupling to better match experimental measurements (discussed in
detail below). LCBET is the local spatial rate of energy gain/loss
because of CBET in the strong damping limit:36,38,59

1
2 1
L -CBET = 5.85 # 10 - o

a

#
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Figure 150.13
(a) Laser beam discretization into beamlets for an OMEGA beam with SG4
phase plates. The magenta circle is the nominal beam radius (contour containing 95% of the beam energy); (b) 3-D gridlines of four sample beamlets
corresponding to the same-colored squares in (a).

2. CBET Theory and Equations
The CBET equations used in the model are a 3-D extension of the quasi-steady-state 1-D slab fluid model of Randall
et al.,38 which assumes that where two rays cross, they can
be treated locally as plane waves. To facilitate conservation
of energy, the equations are written in terms of power rather
than intensity.
The total power in a beamlet P b along its path (s) is followed
by the model as
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a1- n e n ck

Te,keV a1 + 3Ti,keV ZTe,keVk
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(3)

R _hi `nm

- 1j

,

(4)

where m 0, n m is the laser wavelength in microns, I14 is the
crossing laser intensity in 1014 W/cm2, Te,keV and T i,keV are
the electron and ion temperatures, respectively, in keV, Z is
the average ionization, oa is the dimensionless amplitude
damping rate for the IAW, ne is the electron density, and nc is
the critical density. Since L CBET depends on the intensity of
the crossing beamlets, Eqs. (3) and (4) form a set of coupled
nonlinear equations.
The factor R(h) is the resonance function accounting for
how closely the driven wave satisfies the IAW dispersion relation [Eq. (1)],
R _hi =

2

oa h

`h 2- 1j + o a2 h 2
2

,
(5)

v f - ~ IAWj k IAW c s.
h = `kvIAW : u
The factor } accounts for the effect of polarization on the
coupling of the crossing beams. For random polarization or
when the beams have their polarization evenly distributed in
two orthogonal components,
} =

1
`1 + cos 2 i kj,
4

(6)
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In direct-drive implosions, experimental measurements
of the ablation rate and the ablation-front trajectory on both
OMEGA and the NIF are in good agreement with DRACO
predictions provided a CBET gain multiplier of CCBET = 2 is
used.58 A similar factor of CCBET = 2 is required by the CBET
model described here in order for its scattered-light predictions
to match observations. This indicates that some physics pres-

As mentioned above, outside the beam shadow, all points are
crossed twice by rays from each beam, so there are a total of
2N–1 possible crossings to be considered at each point along a
beamlet, where N is the total number of beams. Equations (4)–(6)
are applied to all beamlet crossings to determine the total CBET
coupling at each grid point along all beamlets. Since pump depletion is inherent in CBET, the system is solved using fixed-point
iteration. Energy is conserved by balancing the power exchanged
between beamlets such that the power gain (loss) calculated for
beamlet A where it is crossed by beamlet B is identical to the
power loss (gain) for beamlet B where it is crossed by beamlet A.

Figure 150.14 shows an LPSE calculation of two lasers crossing in a constant-density plasma with a linearly varying plasma
velocity profile that places the maximum of the resonance
function [Eq. (2)] at x = 8.6 n m. Both beams are polarized
45° out of the plane. CBET affects only the components of the
polarization that are shared by the beams, so the polarization
of each beam is expected to rotate. The intensities of the beams
after undergoing CBET predicted by the ray-based model
(with CCBET = 1) are an excellent match to those predicted by
LPSE [Fig. 150.14(b)]. The predicted rotation in the polarization caused by CBET is very good over the region where the
beam power is significant, but some divergence between the
calculations is observed where the beam intensities are small.
Overall, the comparison with the full-field calculations of LPSE
provides confidence on the validity of the approximations made
in the ray-based code.
LLE Review, Volume 150
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3. Benchmarking the Model
The CBET model was benchmarked by comparing it with
the predictions of a full-wave code LPSE (laser-plasma simulation environment).48 LPSE solves the time-enveloped Maxwell
equations coupled to a linearized time-dependent fluid plasma
response to calculate the enveloped electric-field vector and
the ponderomotively driven ion-density perturbations. LPSE
is impractical for full-scale 3-D implosion modeling because
of its computational costs, but full-scale 2-D and reduced-scale
3-D runs provide good benchmarks for a ray-based model.
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where ik is the beam crossing angle.60 This is appropriate for
most implosions on OMEGA, where distributed polarization
rotators (DPR’s)61 are used to split the beams into orthogonal
polarizations, or on the NIF, where the beams are arranged in
quads in such a way that the polarizations of two beams are
orthogonal to the polarization of the other two beams in the
quad.60 When DPR’s are not used on OMEGA, the beams are
linearly polarized and the coupling between the beams affects
only the shared polarization component.62
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Figure 150.14
Laser-plasma simulation environment (LPSE) benchmarking: (a) LPSE
simulation of the electric-field magnitude for two beams, both initially polarized 45° out of the plane, crossing in a plasma; (b) intensity profiles of the
beams leaving the plasma for LPSE (solid curve) and BeamCrosser (circles);
and (c) polarization cosine (where 0 is s polarized and 1 is p polarized) for
the beams leaving the plasma from LPSE (solid curve) and BeamCrosser
(circles) modeling.
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ent in direct-drive implosions are missing from the ray-based
models. Possible candidates for the missing phenomena include
diffraction, polarization details, and nonlinear multibeam
effects. All predictions presented here, unless mentioned otherwise, use a factor of CCBET = 2.
Beam Coupling with No Wavelength Shift
In this section, the coupling between OMEGA beams during a direct-drive implosion is modeled when all beams are
launched with the same wavelength (351 nm). It is important to
note that although all beamlets enter the plasma with the same
wavelength, the Doppler effect56 changes the wavelength of
each beamlet as it passes through the plasma. This wavelength
shift varies across the beam profile depending on the path each
beamlet takes through the coronal plasma. The magnitude of
the Doppler shift is of the order of a few angstroms and must be
included when calculating the CBET coupling along a beamlet.
All of the simulations use 1-D LILAC predictions with a
nonlocal electron heat transport model of the coronal plasma
conditions for a typical OMEGA symmetric direct-drive implosion of a CH target (shot 60,000). The plasma profiles were taken
from a single time late in the pulse when CBET is predicted to be
largest. Figure 150.15 shows the distribution of the 60 OMEGA
laser beams. All beams use a super-Gaussian of the order of 4
(SG4) intensity profile measured for the SG4 distributed phase
plates (DPP’s) used in the implosion. All beams entered the
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Figure 150.15
View of the OMEGA three-leg geometry: the beams fed by each of the
three different beamline legs are shown in three different colors (red, green,
and blue).
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plasma with 0.35 TW of power, which was the nominal power
of all the beams in the implosion late in the pulse.
1. Two-Beam CBET Calculations
In a direct-drive implosion, each beam can interact with all
other beams. In a nominally symmetric implosion, all beams
have identical beam powers, intensity profiles, and relative
geometries (i.e., the “view” from each beam looks the same
with respect to the relative positions of the other beams). There
is zero net exchange of total power between the beams, but there
will still be a redistribution of power because of CBET. It is
useful to determine which of the other beams has the strongest
exchange with any single beam and the effect of that exchange
on the effective beam intensity profile. How CBET affects the
exchange between any two specific pairs of beams is mainly
dependent on the angle between the two beams.
Figure 150.16 shows the laser absorption for two-beam
simulations, where the angle i between the beams was varied;
i = 180° indicates beams launched on opposing sides of the
target. Because the coupling of any two beams is small compared to the total interaction between a set of 60 beams in an
OMEGA symmetric implosion, a CBET multiplier of CCBET =
5 was used for these two-beam interactions to accentuate the
effects of CBET. The degradation in absorbed power is caused
by redistribution of the beam power and is identical for both
beams because of symmetry. The absorbed power is degraded
most strongly by beams that are separated by 45° to 90°. Beams
separated by more than 135° are practically decoupled. The
absorption for these nearly opposite beams is essentially the
same as when only intrabeam CBET interaction between a
single beam and itself is considered. For 0° the beams are copropagating and the laser absorption is the same as the intrabeam CBET of a single beam with twice the intensity. Figure
150.16(b) shows the effective importance of CBET between
beams at different angles. The effective importance in a directdrive implosion depends on the number of beams at that angle.
For an infinite number of beams, the importance of CBET
for beams at a specific angle is determined by the change in
absorption of the beam from Fig. 150.16(a) weighted by the differential surface area of a sphere for that angle (sin i • d i). The
normalized change in absorption because of CBET weighted by
sin i is shown by the solid red line in Fig. 150.16(b). Compared
to Fig. 150.16(a), the importance of different beams is skewed
toward the equator where the differential area is maximum.
For a finite set of beams, the effect of CBET from one beam
at a specific angle is weighted by the actual number of beams
at that angle. The importance of different beams weighted for
the symmetric 60-beam OMEGA geometry is shown by the
LLE Review, Volume 150
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(a)
Laser absorption (%)

because of CBET integrated along the path of each beamlet
(as described in Ray Tracing and Model Gridding, p. 63).
The beamlets near the horizontal axis experience a net loss and
those on the beam edge closest to the other beam experience a
net gain. The total absorbed power in each beamlet is shown
in Fig. 150.17(b). Near the beam center there is a region of
lower absorbed power caused by the CBET losses. The overall
absorption profile is radially asymmetric, and there is a shift
in the centroid of the absorption away from the other beam
compared to the no-CBET absorption profile [Fig. 150.17(c)].
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Figure 150.16
(a) Percent of laser power absorbed for two laser beams incident on an
OMEGA symmetric implosion coronal plasma versus the angle between
the launched beams. The black solid line is the laser absorption without
CBET. The blue dashed line is the single-beam laser absorption with CBET
calculated for intrabeam exchanges. (b) The change in absorption because of
CBET weighted by the target surface area (red solid curve) and by the actual
number of beams at specific angles for OMEGA (circles binned in 5° groups).

solid circles in Fig. 150.16(b). The largest effective change in
absorption on OMEGA occurs from beams around 40°, 80°,
and 100°.
Figure 150.17 shows the redistribution of power in the beam
profile for two laser beams at a relative angle of 90°. Although
CBET was known to shift the centroid of the outgoing beam
profiles for simple beam geometries,20,25 the redistribution
is complicated for beams refracting through a spherical
plasma where not all beamlets encounter a resonance with the
other beam. Figure 150.17(a) shows the power gain and loss
LLE Review, Volume 150
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Figure 150.17
Beam profiles for the case of two beams at 90°. Profiles are oriented such
that “up” is the directions of the other beam; i.e., the beamlets on the positive
u direction are those that refract directly toward the other beam. (a) Power
exchange caused by CBET summed along the full path of each beamlet. Red
indicates a net gain while blue is a net loss. (b) Absorbed power summed
along the full path of each beamlet; (c) absorbed power along the full path of
each beamlet without CBET.

2. 60-beam CBET
Figure 150.18 shows the CBET exchange and absorption
profiles calculated for the coronal plasma conditions modeled
with the full 60 beams on OMEGA. In a direct-drive implosion,
CBET’s total effect on a beam is the sum of its interactions
with all other beams. The absorbed power is significantly less
in magnitude and shows a more-complicated profile structure
than the two-beam case. As in the two-beam case, there is
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Figure 150.18
Beam profiles for CBET in the 60-beam OMEGA geometry. Profiles are
oriented in such a way that “up” is the direction of the nearest-neighbor beam.
(a) Power transfer because of CBET integrated along the path of each beamlet;
(b) absorbed power integrated along the path of each beamlet.

no net exchange in power between beams because of beam
symmetry but there is significant redistribution of power.
The effect of many beams extends the ingoing losses over the
hydrodynamically efficient small impact parameter beamlets
and distributes the net outgoing gain to a ring of less hydrodynamically efficient high-impact parameter beamlets. The
change in the absorbed power profile from the single-beam,
no-CBET profile [Fig. 150.16(c)] has a significant effect on the
absorption uniformity over the target surface.
Figure 150.19 shows an absorption surface map calculated
by radially integrating the 3-D absorption at all points over
the target surface. When CBET is ignored, the absorption is
very uniform with an rms variation of +0.2%. When CBET is
included, the nonuniformity is an order-of-magnitude larger
with an rms of 2.0%. Since there is no azimuthal symmetry in
(a)

(b)

Absorption
without CBET TW/sr

Absorption
with CBET

TW/sr

1.46

0.78

1.44

0.76

1.42

0.74

1.40
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Figure 150.19
Surface map of the absorbed power over the target surface: (a) without CBET
and (b) with CBET. The white dots show the positions of the beam centers.
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the absorption surface map, the effects of this nonuniformity
cannot be captured by a 1-D or 2-D hydrodynamics code.
CBET Mitigation Using Wavelength Detuning
One possible scheme for CBET mitigation during symmetric
direct-drive implosions is wavelength detuning between groups
of beams.47 The 60 beams of the OMEGA Laser System originate from a single seed-pulse driver that is split three ways into
“legs” and amplified separately to feed 20 beams each. The
beams from each leg are distributed around the target chamber
(Fig. 150.15). By shifting the wavelength of two of the legs in
such a way that all three legs have different wavelengths, the
CBET coupling between the groups of beams fed by the legs
could be altered. With sufficient wavelength shifting, the groups
of beams could be effectively decoupled from each other.
1. Single-Beam Wavelength Shift
Figure 150.20 shows the effect on absorbed laser power of
shifting the wavelength of a single beam in a 60-beam symmetric implosion while keeping the other 59 beams fixed at
351 nm. The modeling predicts that small wavelength shifts
can significantly increase or decrease the power absorbed in
the single wavelength-shifted beam and that it takes a wavec to completely decouple the beam
length shift of Dm > 30 A
from the other 59 beams. The behavior shown in Fig. 150.20
Shifted beam
Unshifted beam average
Self-CBET limit

0.8
Absorbed power (TW)

u (nm)

(a) Net power transfer
(b) Absorbed power
8
#10 W
#107 W
2
16
400

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

E25958JR

–20
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0
Dm (Å)

20
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Figure 150.20
Absorbed power per beam in the OMEGA 60-beam geometry when one beam
is wavelength shifted. The plot with red dots is the absorbed power in the
single wavelength-shifted beam. The solid blue curve is the average absorbed
power for the other 59 beams. The dotted black line is the absorbed power
for a beam completely decoupled from all other beams but still experiencing
CBET with itself.
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2. Three-Leg Wavelength Shifts
Figure 150.21 shows the effect that shifting the wavelength
of the three OMEGA legs has on the absorbed power and its
uniformity over the implosion target for the coronal plasma
conditions modeled. When Dm is given as the wavelength shift,
it means that the beams in leg 1 are wavelength shifted by –Dm
and those in leg 3 are shifted by +Dm, while the beams in leg 2
remain unshifted at 351 nm. As Dm is increased from zero, CBET
losses in leg 1 increase and the absorbed power in leg 1 beams
drops, while the opposite occurs in leg 3, whose gains increase
from CBET [Fig. 150.21(a)]. This loss/gain grows sharply until
about Dm O 2 Å. Here, the difference in absorbed power between
legs 1 and 3 is maximum. As Dm is increased further, the CBET
coupling between the legs decreases, and, as a result, the difference between their absorbed power decreases until Dm > 30 Å,
LLE Review, Volume 150

Figure 150.21(b) shows that as Dm is increased from zero,
the absorption nonuniformity (rms of the absorbed energy
over the target surface) increases sharply to a maximum
(a)

0.4
Absorbed power (TW)

When Dm is increased negatively, less Doppler shift is
required to satisfy the IAW dispersion relation [Eq. (1)] for
power loss in the central beamlets entering the plasma. This
moves their resonance to smaller radii, where the plasma
velocity is lower and the density is higher. Here the CBET
coupling is stronger [Eq. (4)], increasing the losses compared
to the Dm = 0 case. At the same negative wavelength shift, the
resonance for the power gain of the large-impact parameter
beamlets moves radially outward, where the coupling parameter is weaker, thereby decreasing their power gain. Both effects
reduce the total power absorption for the shifted beam, but the
increased losses of the central beamlets are the primary source
of the sharp drop in absorbed power shown in Fig. 150.20 as
Dm is increased negatively. The absorbed power reaches a
minimum at a shift of Dm O –2 Å and then rises again as the
resonance location for the power loss moves inside the beam
shadow (Fig. 150.12) and CBET losses decrease until the beams
decouple at Dm < –30 Å. When Dm is increased positively,
the resonance shifts are reversed, reducing the losses of the
central beamlets, increasing the gains in the outer beamlets,
and producing a sharp rise in the absorbed power that peaks
near Dm O 3 Å. Because the beam can gain energy from the
59 other beams, the total power absorbed from the shifted
beam can exceed the original power in that beam (0.35 TW).
For positive Dm , a second maximum occurs near Dm O 18 Å.
This broad peak occurs because the wavelength shift is large
enough to change the direction of CBET for the incoming
central beamlets such that they gain energy while entering into
the plasma from the other 59 beams.

where the legs are essentially decoupled. If Dm is negative, these
effects remain the same except the roles of leg 1 and leg 3 are
reversed. Of particular interest is the region where Dm O 10 Å.
Here, the absorbed power averaged over all 60 beams is higher
than the decoupled case (Dm > 30 Å), indicating that CBET may
work in favor of increased implosion drive.

0.3
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Self-CBET
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0.0

–20
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is complicated because of the complex 3-D crossings with
59 other beams, but the behavior can be broken down into a
few general phenomena.
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0
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Figure 150.21
Effect of wavelength shifting the three legs (20 beams each) of the OMEGA
60-beam geometry on (a) the absorbed power per beam in each leg and
(b) the root mean square (rms) of the absorbed energy over the target surface
calculated by radially integrating the 3-D total absorption. Negative Dm
shifts produce a reflection of Fig. 150.20(b) because of the symmetry shown
in Fig. 150.20(a).
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around Dm O 2 Å, then falls as Dm continues to increase and
the legs decouple. For Dm > 8 Å, the absorption nonuniformity
changes only weakly, but at the same location as the maximum
total absorption (Dm O 10 Å), there is a local minimum in the
absorption nonuniformity of 1.3%, which is almost as small
as the value when the legs are completely decoupled (1.2%).
Figure 150.22 shows absorption surface maps calculated for
wavelength shifts between the legs of 2 Å, 6 Å, and 10 Å. Not
only does the total absorption rms change with Dm , but the
surface pattern of the nonuniformity varies as well.
(a)
Dm = 2 Å

(b)
TW/sr
1.0

Dm = 6 Å

TW/sr
1.3
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Picosecond Time-Resolved Measurements
of Dense Plasma Line Shifts
Understanding the time-averaged and time-dependent response
of ions in dense plasma is important for correctly interpreting and modeling atomic structure and radiation transport in
extreme environments,1,2 including stellar atmospheres3 and
imploding inertial fusion capsules.4 The potential in and near
an ion immersed in a dense plasma is influenced by its bound
electrons, free electrons, and neighboring ions. These influences can change the radiative and thermodynamic properties
of the plasma by modifying the energy levels that are available
to an ion and causing energy-level shifts.5
Dense plasma line shifts originate from free-electron
modification of the ionic potential.1,2 Free electrons in the
ion sphere screen the nuclear charge and shift bound energy
levels toward the continuum. The energy separation between
levels is decreased for a given bound-electron configuration,
and emission lines are shifted to lower photon energies. Correct identification of this effect helped resolve the disparity
between spectroscopically inferred white dwarf masses and the
results from other measurement methods and the predictions
of general relativity.6
While dense plasma line shifts have been described mathematically7 and confirmed experimentally,8 few measurements
have tested line-shift model predictions at high energy density,
leading to an incomplete picture of how this process is understood and modeled in extreme conditions. Data comparisons to
line-shift model predictions in this regime have been hampered
by the difficulty of obtaining uniform, well-characterized,
and high-energy-density (HED) plasmas. Line-shift measurements are especially needed in hot dense plasmas to provide
a stringent test for analytic and detailed atomic kinetics and
radiative-transfer calculations. Equally important, line-shift
measurements can provide a sensitive benchmark for free-electron distribution models within the ion sphere—an important
application of the N-body problem.9
This article reports the first picosecond time-resolved measurements of dense plasma line shifts of the 1s2p–1s2 transition
in He-like Al ions as a function of the instantaneous plasma
LLE Review, Volume 150

conditions. Line shifts were measured with picosecond time
resolution for free-electron densities of 1 to 5 # 1023 cm–3 and
temperatures of 250 to 375 eV. The plasma conditions were
inferred with well-quantified errors from spectroscopic measurements of the Al He a complex. The data are compared to a
generalized analytic model proposed by Li et al.10 based on a
parameterization of numerical ion-sphere model calculations.
The predicted line shifts show broad agreement with the data
over the full range of densities and temperatures studied, with
evidence for deviation from the experimental data at the mostextreme densities. This work provides an experimental test of a
simplified method that calculates quantum-number–dependent
energy level shifts for ions in dense, finite-temperature plasma.
The experiments were carried out at LLE’s Multi-Terawatt
(MTW) Laser Facility.11 Figure 150.23(a) shows the experimental setup. The laser directly irradiated small-mass targets
with 0.7-ps, #16-J pulses at the laser’s fundamental wavelength
(m = 1054 nm) or second harmonic. The laser was focused to
an +5-n m full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) focal spot
by an f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror at normal incidence to the
target at intensities greater than 1018 W/cm2. The targets were
thin plastic foils with a buried Al microdot. The microdot was
vacuum deposited in a 0.2-n m layer on a 1-n m parylene-N
(CH) support. The thickness of the front parylene-N overcoat
was varied between 0 and 2 n m to access different plasma
densities. The Al microdot was kept purposefully thin to limit
spatial gradients, while the outer plastic layers constrain sample
expansion to achieve near-solid-density conditions.12
High-intensity laser pulses with low contrast reduce the
maximum electron density that can be achieved in buried-layer
target interactions by causing the target to prematurely heat and
decompress.13 In the experiments reported here, free-electron
densities of up to 2 # 1023 cm–3 were achieved at the laser’s
fundamental wavelength with a measured temporal contrast of
the order of 108 up to 100 ps prior to the main pulse.14 Experiments with high-contrast, frequency-doubled pulses achieved
free-electron densities of the order of 5 # 1023 cm–3. Based on
work by previous authors and the measured contrast of the 1~
73
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Figure 150.23
(a) Experimental setup. (b) Example streaked He a emission from a rapidly
heated Al surface layer. The Li-like satellites, intercombination line, and He a
line are shown. KAP: potassium acid phthalate; ADU: analog digital unit.

beam, the temporal contrast of the frequency-doubled beam
is estimated to be 1012 (Ref. 15); however, no on-shot contrast
measurement was available for this particular experiment.
Residual 1~ light was rejected at a spectral contrast of the
order of 1012 by six transport mirrors with 99% 1~ extinction coatings.

It is noted that the plasma-induced line shifts measured in
the experiment could be exaggerated or disguised by streak
camera charge-coupled–device (CCD) clocking errors. The
CCD clocking was measured offline using a structured photocathode illuminated by a static x-ray source. The tests identified
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Picosecond streaked x-ray spectroscopy was used to infer
the density and temperature of the Al layer. For this measurement, a conically curved potassium acid phthalate (KAP)
streaked x-ray spectrometer was used in combination with a
time-integrating flat pentaerythritol (PET) crystal spectrometer. The streaked spectrometer was configured to study Al He a
(1s2p–1s2) thermal line emission with spectral resolving power
E/D E + 1000 and 2-ps temporal resolution.16 Time-integrated
spectra were measured on each shot and used to correct the
streaked spectra for variations in spectral sensitivity introduced
by the photocathode.17
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Figure 150.23(b) shows example streaked data where the
dispersion of the streaked x-ray spectrometer was determined
in situ from the emission lines of He- and Li-like Al ions at
low plasma density. A well-resolved emission spectrum was
selected after the plasma was allowed to expand for 12 ps after
the high-intensity pulse [Fig. 150.24(a)]. The initial He a and
intercombination line positions cannot be directly identified
with tabulated transition energies because the plasma environment modifies the ionic energy-level structure. The Li-like
satellite lines are not expected to shift measurably because
of the screening effect of the n = 2 spectator electron.18 The
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a 0.46!0.01° correction that was applied to the experimental
data. Experimental tests with low-density, laser-driven Al plasmas confirm that the clocking offset was properly corrected.
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Figure 150.24
(a) X-ray spectra from an Al surface layer at t 0 + 12 ps (blue) and t 0 + 275 ps
(green). (b) The measured peak positions were identified with tabulated transition energies using an analytic dispersion calibration derived from Bragg’s
law for the spectrometer geometry.
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green trace in Fig. 150.24(a) corresponds to the latest time
in the plasma evolution that could be reliably measured,
corresponding to t 0 + 275 ps, where t 0 is the arrival time of
the high-intensity laser pulse at the target. At this time, the
plasma consists of approximately isolated radiators and the
He a resonance and intercombination lines are observed at a
higher photon energy. The observed positions of these lines
are constant in time and provide an absolute energy fiducial to
register the calibration. Additional Al K-edge measurements
were carried out to verify the calibration. A 2-n m Al filter
placed in situ over the detector aperture was backlit by laserproduced x rays and the K-shell absorption edge at 1559.6 eV
was recorded. The measured edge location is free from plasma
effects and provides an absolute energy fiducial to confirm the
dispersion slope and offset.

width of the data points in Fig. 150.24(b). This dispersion was
applied to all data collected in this work. An important point
for these measurements is that the dispersion was established
self-consistently without reference to plasma-dependent fiducials. Previous work19,20 relied on time-averaged measurements
of the Ka line shape to set the dispersion. The technique presented here provides the dispersion over the full spectral range
of interest, registered to the cold Al K-shell absorption edge.

(1)

Figure 150.25(a) shows the streaked data gathered from an Al
layer heated by a 16-J, 0.7-ps pulse focused to +1 # 1019 W/cm2.
The Al was enclosed on both sides by a 1-nm parylene-N tamper.
The data were corrected for the streak tube’s geometric curvature
and variations in photocathode spectral sensitivity. The time axis
was calibrated in separate tests. The Stark-broadened resonance
line and the commensurate strong satellite emission indicate high
plasma density over the duration of the experiment. Spectra were
averaged over a five-pixel temporal window (shaded region) corresponding to the streak camera’s temporal impulse response. A
linear background was removed from the data.

where A and B are fitting parameters, h is Planck’s constant,
c is the speed of light, and 2d = 26.64 Å is the Bragg spacing
of the KAP crystal. The results of the calibration are shown in
Fig. 150.24(b). A conservative estimate for the uncertainty in
peak position yields two pixels, or 0.25 eV. Uncertainty in the
location of the K edge is slightly larger because of degraded
spectral resolution at the edge of the streak camera field of view,
where the K edge was measured. This uncertainty provides the
dominant contribution to the calculated error in the measured
shifts. The overall uncertainty in the dispersion is within the

The He a FWHM and He a -to-satellite intensity ratio was
interpreted using a nonlocal-thermodynamic-equilibrium
(NLTE) collisional-radiative atomic model21 to infer the Al
density and temperature as a function of time.2,22 The model
calculated synthetic spectra for Al IX–XIV ions over a regular density and temperature grid of 0.1 to 6 g/cm3 and 100 to
600 eV, respectively. The simulation was carried out in 1-D
for a 0.2-nm Al slab. Satellite contributions to the line shape
were treated in detail by including transitions from all ions
with non-negligible populations. Satellite blending with the

The measured fiducial position P was related to the photon
energy E via Bragg’s law for the spectrometer geometry:
hc 1
lF + B,
2d E
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Figure 150.25
(a) Streaked He a emission from a buried Al layer (1 n m CH). (b) The plasma conditions are inferred from the He a intensity ratio (red) and full width at half
maximum (FWHM) (blue). (c) The synthetic spectrum corresponding to Te = 330 eV and t = 0.9 g/cm3 (red) is compared to the data (blue).
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resonance line may otherwise be misinterpreted as spurious
Stark broadening or red shift.23 The effects of radiation transfer
were included using an escape probability approach based on
local escape factors to calculate photoexcitation rates.21 The
line profiles were calculated with the effects of Doppler, Stark,
natural, Auger, and opacity broadening.24 The synthetic spectra
were convolved with the detector resolving power, and the He a
FWHM and He a -to-satellite intensity ratio were tabulated
for each temperature and density grid point for comparison
to the measured spectra. Apparent He a shifts caused by line
broadening and satellite blending were calculated from the
model to verify that the observed shifts were caused by true
plasma effects.
The experimental He a-to-satellite intensity ratio was formed
over the same spectral bands as the synthetic data. The error
was determined from a Monte Carlo study that produced a ratio
distribution from uncertainties introduced by photon statistics
and the analysis procedure. The distribution variance characterizes the ratio error with coupled sources of uncertainty. For
the lineout selected in Fig. 150.25(a), the ratio was 2.5!0.5.
Figure 150.25(b) shows the temperature and density contour
specified by the measured ratio (red). The Hea FWHM provides
a second measurement to constrain the inferred conditions.25
The FWHM was measured from a spline fit through the data
to minimize random error introduced by statistical signal
fluctuations. Noise was considered separately as a source of
uncertainty by calculating the probability distribution for the
measured width based on the likelihood that statistical signal
fluctuations could be spuriously detected as FWHM crossing
points. For the data shown, the width was 5.3!0.6 eV. The
measured FWHM specifies a second contour in temperature
and density space (blue) that constrains the inferred temperature and density. The width of the two contours and the size
of the overlap region are related to the uncertainties in the
measured quantities.
An estimate for the true temperature and density is calculated from the mean temperature and density in the overlap
region. The error in the estimated temperature and density
corresponds to the extent of the overlap region along each
axis. The conditions were inferred to be 330!56 eV and
0.9!0.3 g/cm3 (ne = 2.2!0.8 # 1023 cm–3). Figure 150.25(c)
shows the unfiltered spectrum and the model prediction for
the measured conditions. The model considers the instrument
resolving power and reproduces the experimental data well. It
is noted that the data have been uniformly shifted to higher
photon energies by 2.4 eV for comparison with the synthetic
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spectrum since the atomic kinetics model used here does not
include dense plasma line shifts.
The spectral shifts were quantified by the difference
between the first moment of the measured He a line shape and
the predicted (unshifted) He a line shape. The limits of integration were selected to fully encompass the He a line without
contamination from the intercombination line. The uncertainty
in the measured shift was calculated assuming independent
contributions from dispersion calibration error and statistical
signal fluctuations. The measured shift for the spectrum shown
in Fig. 150.25(c) was 2.4!0.3 eV.
Figure 150.26(a) shows the measured He a line shifts for
inferred electron densities from 1 to 5 # 1023 cm–3. The dataset
is composed of well-resolved spectra with no self-reversal. The
error bars are shown for a few representative data points at low,
medium, and high densities. The asymmetric vertical error
bars reflect the uncertainity in the measured location of the Al
K-shell absorption edge used to register the absolute dispersion
calibration. This uncertainty does not propagate to the inferred
temperature and density since those quantities are sensitive
only to the relative dispersion. The data show a nearly linear
shift with increasing electron density.26 The highest electron
densities measured were near 80% of solid and were achieved
with the high-contrast 2~ drive. The data were selected over a
small range of temperatures between 250 and 375 eV.
For each data point, an apparent shift was calculated from
the atomic kinetics model to confirm that the observed shifts
were not spurious. These data are plotted in red and the typical
error is within the data point. The magnitude of the apparent
shift appears to decrease with electron density because the 2~
drive for high-density studies produced proportionately higher
temperatures that suppress satellite enhancement of the red
wings of the line profile.22
Predictions from a generalized analytic ion-sphere
model proposed by Li et al.19 are compared to the data in
Fig. 150.26(a). The analytic approach relies on the selfconsistent field ion-sphere model (SCFISM)27 to obtain the
self-consistent density distribution of bound and free electrons
within the ion sphere. Relativistic atomic structure calculations
of the bound wave functions are carried out in a screened
nuclear potential determined from the electron density distribution. Detailed scaling studies were performed to obtain a
generalized density- and temperature-dependent formula for
the energy level structure in the plasma.
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For each data point in Fig. 150.26(a), the analytic formulation was used to predict the line shift at the inferred temperature
and density. The calculation is monoenergetic and considers
only the 1s2p–1s2 transition. The calculation agrees well with
the data at low density but diverges at higher densities, likely
because the calculation neglects unresolved satellites and other
contributions to the line shape. An attempt was made to recover
this information by adding the apparent shifts to the ion-sphere
model predictions. This addition produces better agreement at
low and moderate densities, as shown in Fig. 150.26(b). The
error bars indicate uncertainty in the calculated shifts based
on the density uncertainty in the corresponding data point. The
temperature uncertainty was neglected since the model exhibits
a weak dependence on electron temperature _+T e- 0.25i.
Sensitive spectral measurements of this nature may prove
to be a valuable test of electron screening models in extreme
conditions. For example, improved agreement between the
analytic model and the experimental data is obtained for an
ad hoc 10% reduction of the ion-sphere radius [Fig. 150.26(b)].
The optimum reduction was determined by a single-parameter
maximum-likelihood least squares fit to the data that considered uncertainties in the inferred densities and line shifts.
The quality of the match is surprisingly sensitive to the scale
factor. It is noted that a 40% increase in the inferred densities

5

can reproduce the improved agreement. It is unlikely, however,
that the analysis overestimates the inferred densities by that
amount, and it is improbable that densities above solid were
achieved in the experiment.
Moreover, spectroscopic temperature and density measurements from K-shell ions can be sensitive to the choice of atomic
model. Recent work has demonstrated that model discrepancies
can contribute up to 30% uncertainty in the inferred conditions,
mostly from uncertainty in Stark-line–shape calculations.28
Model-dependent temperature and density measurements will
become more reliable as theoretical and experimental work
further validates line-shape models.
In summary, spectral line shifts of the 1s2p–1s2 transition in He-like Al ions have been studied as a function of the
instantaneous plasma conditions at high energy density. The
line shifts were measured using a picosecond time-resolved
x-ray spectrometer with an absolutely calibrated spectral dispersion. Buried-layer targets and a high-contrast 2~ laser driver
provided access to densities near 80% of solid. The plasma
conditions were inferred by comparing the measured spectra
to calculations from a NLTE collisional-radiative atomic physics model. A generalized analytic line-shift model was found
to be broadly consistent with the experimental data for all but
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Figure 150.26
(a) Comparison of the data (black) to the analytic line-shift model (blue) and apparent shifts (red). (b) Comparison of the data (black) to the analytic line-shift
model plus apparent shifts (orange) and the line-shift model with a scaled ion-sphere radius (purple). The optimum scale factor was determined by a singleparameter least squares fit to the data.
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the highest densities studied. These findings are important to
understanding plasma-dependent atomic structure and radiation transport in high-energy-density environments.
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Introduction
Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB)–type1 x-ray microscopes are one of
the principal methods of imaging x-ray emission from lasergenerated plasmas. They typically have a larger collecting solid
angle, better spatial resolution, and larger standoff distance than
the simpler method of pinhole imaging.2 They have been used
on both the 60-beam OMEGA Laser System3 and the previous 24-beam OMEGA Laser System.4 High spatial resolution
(+3 nm) has been demonstrated using four-image KB mirror
assemblies,5 which, when framed, achieved a resolution of
+5 n m.
An advantage of using pinholes to image the plasma x-ray
emission is that when coupled to a multistrip, high-speed
framing camera,6 many images can be obtained7 with a time
interval as short as +30 ps (dictated by the separation of the
pinhole images and the voltage propagation speed across the
strip). Until recently, KB microscopes have been limited to just
four images with larger image separation (52 mm) and corresponding longer time separations (+350 ps) when two images
are coupled to a single-strip framing camera.8 Pickworth
et al.9 have recently developed a KB mirror assembly for use
at the National Ignition Facility10 capable of being coupled to a
four-strip, high-speed framing camera. Additionally, Yi et al.11
have implemented an eight-image KB mirror assembly also
coupled to a four-strip framing camera. These previous limits
have been removed by the use of compact KB microscope mirrors12 whose design has increased the number of images to 16,
which, when properly aligned,13 can be coupled to a four-strip,
high-speed framing camera having strip separations of 9 mm.
The assembly of compact KB mirrors that makes this image
alignment possible has been accomplished for the first time, as
described in this article. For image separations of 9 mm, along
the strip, the corresponding image-to-image time separation is
60 ps. The sampling time interval can be decreased to 15 ps
by using cables that delay the pulses to the strips by 15-ps
intervals. This has been achieved in the instrument described
in this work known as KBFRAMED.
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The 16-Image KB Optic
The design of a 16-image KB microscope was originally
put forth by Marshall, Oertel, and Walsh.12 In this design, mirrors were cut so they would fit together in a perfect 16-sided
polygon, i.e., a hexadecagon. The resulting array of image
locations falls on a circle; therefore, a framing camera with
circular photocathode strips is needed to frame these images.
Subsequently, Marshall13 proposed a modification to the ideal
hexadecagon arrangement of the mirrors that would allow
images to be relocated to fall on the rectangular strips of the
modern high-speed framing-camera design.6 The KB mirror
focus [Eq. (1)] is given by
1 1
2
p + q = R sin i ,

(1)

where p is the distance from object to mirror, q is the mirror
image distance, R is the mirror radius of curvature, and i is the
angle of incidence of x rays at the mirror center. The basic concept is to simultaneously move and tilt the mirror, maintaining
the focus condition while repositioning the image (Fig. 150.27).
The pattern of 16 images can in this way be repositioned to
fall on the cathode strips of a high-speed framing camera that
are nominally 9.0 mm apart [see Fig. 150.28(a)]. For a mirror
pair, each mirror obeys a separate focus equation14 with small
differences for small mirrors. That effect will be neglected in
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q

i dx

O
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E21102JR

t
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Drimage rcircle

I

Figure 150.27
Schematic illustrating how of Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) mirror pairs are repositioned to move an image while maintaining focus. For emission from an object
(O), the image is formed at I before repositioning, and I* after repositioning.
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that a mirror pair must be moved, Dr mirror , and tilted in pitch,
Damirror , to move the image by Dr image are given by
Drmirror = Drimage _M + 1i,
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Figure 150.28
(a) Framing-camera image pattern and illustration of relocation of KB image
to this pattern. (b) Mirror pair associated with each image location in (a).

this work, and the focus equation will be assumed to apply to
the mirror pair, with the center of the pair taken as its location
along the optic axis. For a given magnification M = q p , the
KB focus equation can be re-expressed as
(2)

Db mirror = Dx image 2q,

(6)

where D ximage is the perpendicular amount to move the image.
As an example, D x1 is shown in Fig. 150.28(a).
The mirror-pair alignment is accomplished by placing the
mirror-pair vertex at the offset positions given by the values
in Table 150.II with preimposed tilts in pitch and roll. This
was accomplished by using precision positioning stages and

where dx is the offset of a single mirror pair perpendicular to
the z axis.
For untilted mirror pairs, the images fall on a circle rcircle
given by
rcircle = 2 dx _M - 1i.

(5)

The parameters of the compact KB mirrors used in this work
are given in Table 150.I. The angles z that the mirror pairs
make with the axis of the framing camera and the mirror-pair
positions and tilts that generate the pattern of image positions
shown in Fig. 150.28(b) are provided in Table 150.II. Note that
to move the inner images sideways, the mirrors must be tilted
in roll Dbmirror by an amount

Image center

q = M _M + 1i Rdx ,

p.

(4)

(3)

The images of the ideal framing-camera pattern have three
different offsets from the center of the pattern [Fig. 150.28(a)].
Four images are at the corners, eight images are on the sides,
and four images are at the center of the pattern. The amounts

Table 150.I: Parameters of compact mirrors used in
the assembly of the KBFRAMED optic.

RKB

27.5 m

Dt

4.5 mm

Dx

2.2 mm
12
2173.2 mm
181.0 mm
34.22 mm
0.696°

M
q
p
rcircle
i

Table 150.II: Mirror-pair offsets and tilts needed to generate the image locations in Fig. 150.28(a) with the pair assignments shown in Fig. 150.28(b). The remaining 12 pairs have common positions and tilts depending on image
location as described in the text.
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Mirror Pair

z (°)

rimage (mm)

Dr image (mm)

Dr mirror (mm)

Dapitch (°)

Db roll (°)

16
1
2
3

–22.5
0
+22.5
+45

14.61
4.5
14.61
19.09

19.61
29.72
19.61
15.13

1.51
2.29
1.51
1.16

0.478
0.725
0.478
0.367

0
0.059
0
0
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All mirror-pair image positions were measured by placing
the optic assembly in a vacuum system with a microscope
chassis identical to that used with the framing camera and backilluminating a grid co-aligned with the axis of the microscope
(z axis) and at the focus distance for M = 12 (181 mm) with an
e-beam–generated x-ray source. Exposures were taken using
a Fuji image plate and image positions determined to 0.1 mm.
Any inaccuracies in image positions were minimized by removing the mirror pair and correcting the tilt angles in pitch and
roll. Final accuracies of mirror-pair alignments were +5 nm in
position and +20 arcsec in pitch and roll. This resulted in all
images being within 1 mm of the center of the ideal framingcamera cathode strip pattern (i.e., spaced by 9 mm vertically).
The resolution of the mirror pairs at best focus and the
off-axis aberrations are discussed in detail in Ref. 13, and the
resolution is calculated ideally to be better than +5 nm over
a 400-n m-diam region around best focus. Tilting and repositioning the mirrors, ideally, avoids any additional blurring
caused by misalignment from best focus; whereas, in practice,
exact alignment is not possible and the framing camera will
add additional blurring to the images. Therefore, it is better
to determine the resolution by measurement. The inferred
point-spread function (PSF), including blurring by the framing
camera, is discussed in the next section.
The fused-silica compact KB mirror components are coated
with 500 Å of Ir on top of a 150-Å Cr sticking layer as detailed
in Ref. 13. The mean radius of curvature of the set of 32 mirrors
used to assemble the 16 mirror pairs is 27.2 m, with a range
from 25.6 to 28.6 m. The mirror pairs have radii of curvature
that are typically within 0.1 m of each other. The x-ray reflectivity13 of the mirrors has been measured to approach an ideal
reflector at the grazing angle of 0.7°. The typical sensitive
energy band of the 16-image KB, calculated from the Henkescattering factors,15 is shown in Fig. 150.29, including the
transmission of the blast shield, vacuum window, and example
filters. The sensitive band extends from +2 keV to 8 keV.
LLE Review, Volume 150
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a rotary stage to position the base under a fixed, magnified
viewing system (157# on a video display). Assembled mirror
pairs with pre-applied, UV-curable epoxy on the optic base
side were held in place over the base with a vacuum chuck that
was positioned by a six-axis positioner (three axes of position
and three of tilt). In this fashion the mirrors were cured into
place with the UV epoxy acting as the tilted interface to the
flat optic base. Positioner accuracies were 1/10,000th of an inch
(2.54 nm), 0.01° in rotation of the optic base, and 2.36 arcsec
in pitch and roll of the mirror pair.
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Figure 150.29
KB mirror-pair throughput efficiency including mirror-pair reflectivity,
transmission of blast shield and vacuum window, and select filters.

The KBFRAMED Instrument
Figure 150.30 shows a schematic of the KBFRAMED
instrument. It consists of a chassis fixed in the OMEGA target
chamber, the 16-image KB mirror assembly, and the vacuum
interface to a high-speed framing camera.6 The mirror assembly is held such that the mirror-pair centers are 181 mm from
target chamber center, having been set to a precision of 10 nm
by a pointer placed on the optic cover when it was installed.
A blast cover with holes aligned with the mirror-pair centers
contains an x-ray–transparent Be foil that protects the mirrors
from exposure to laser-generated target debris. A vacuum Be
window separates the chamber vacuum from the path to the
image plane, so a separate vacuum system provides a high
vacuum (+10 –6 Torr) to the framing-camera active-detector
Target
OMEGA KB
microscope chassis

Framing
camera
Chamber port
interface
E22996JR

Figure 150.30
Schematic of the KBFRAMED instrument.
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Image 10

region. This also isolates the camera from contaminants such
as tritium from the targets. At present, the images are recorded
on film that is not in the vacuum region of the framing camera,
making it easy to exchange.
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Figure 150.31
Example framed images obtained with KBFRAMED of a backlit grid
(25.4-nm-diam Cu wires, spaced by 50.8 nm) taken with a high-speed framing camera.
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Figure 150.31 shows example images of a resolution grid
taken by backlighting a grid placed at target chamber center by
an Au foil placed 5 mm behind the grid. The foil is illuminated
with 2 kJ of 351-nm UV light in a 1-ns pulse from six OMEGA
beams. The grid (25.4-nm-diam Cu wires, spaced by 50.8 nm)
is placed on a Ta foil with a 500-nm-diam hole, thereby producing 16 clearly separated images. The framing-camera images
were recorded with Kodak T-MAX 3200 film and digitized
on a calibrated PerkinElmer photo microdensitometer using
20- # 20-nm scan pixels. A step wedge was imposed on the
film before exposure in the framing camera, which allowed
the scanned film density to be converted to intensity.16 The
framing camera adds blurring to the images with a scale of
+50-n m full width at half maximum (FWHM) at the image
plane, (i.e., ~5 nm at the target plane). To estimate the effective blurring, a step pattern with the width and spacing of the
Cu wires is convolved with a 2-D Gaussian blur function and
then compared with the observed blurring. Figure 150.32 shows
a lineout through a single intensity-corrected image taken
through the central 200-n m-wide region, averaged 10 n m
vertically to reduce noise. The measured pattern is compared
to the Gaussian-blurred step pattern (dashed red curve) whose
FWHM is 6 nm. The close agreement indicates that the Gaussian blur function is a good approximation to the net blurring
of the framed, KB mirror-pair images.

Lineout
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Figure 150.32
Lineout through a single framed, backlit image obtained with KBFRAMED
(image 10 of Fig. 150.31). The lineout (solid curve) through the central 200 nm
is compared with an ideal grid pattern convolved with a 6-nm FWHM Gaussian blur function (dashed red curve).

Hot-Spot Evolution Imaged by KBFRAMED
KBFRAMED was developed principally to acquire timeresolved x-ray images of the cryogenic target implosion’s
stagnation region (i.e., hot spot). Triggering of the framing
camera is accomplished by electrical delay using a reference
to the master oscillator of the OMEGA laser that is accurate
to the picosecond level. Since the hot spot evolves very quickly
in time (+100 ps), the framing-camera strip times are set to
differ by 15 ps from strip to strip by using timed cables whose
pulse propagation time differs by this amount (to within !2 ps,
measured to !1 ps). The relative time of an image is determined
from these delays and from the distance of the image from the
beginning of the strip, assuming a pulse propagation speed of
c/2. Deviations from the above assumptions caused by cross
talk between neighboring strips are assumed to be small for
these small offsets in pulse arrival times.17 Absolute times can
be assigned to data where the simultaneously measured time
history of the neutron emission is measured by the neutron
temporal diagnostic (NTD);18 it is assumed that the x-ray and
neutron emissions peak at the same time. Figure 150.33 shows
example images of a cryogenic target’s stagnation recorded by
KBFRAMED with times so assigned from the beginning to
the end of measureable core emission (the relative times are
accurate to +2 ps, whereas the absolute time may be in error
LLE Review, Volume 150
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Figure 150.33
KBFRAMED images of hot-spot x-ray emission from a
cryogenic target implosion. The approximate point-spread
function (PSF) (6-n m FWHM Gaussian) is indicated by
a circle of that size in the first image.
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by as much as +50 ps because of uncertainties in the time of
the peak of the measured x-ray flux and the absolute timing
of NTD). Image signal levels were adjusted for gain as a function of position on the strip determined from measurements
of a uniformly illuminated x-ray–emitting foil observed with
the same framing camera and the same strip timings. In this
experiment an 8.8-nm-thick deuterated polystyrene (CD) shell,
960 nm in diam, filled with DT cryogenically cooled to form
a 57-nm-thick DT ice layer, was imploded with 29 kJ of UV
(351 nm) from the 60 beams of the OMEGA Laser System,3
using a triple-picket pulse, having a 1.5-ns-long main pulse.19
The data were recorded with a 2-mil (50.8-n m) Al filter in
front of the framing camera, so the energy band was + 4 to
8 keV (see Fig. 150.29). The emission is seen to start as a lowintensity diffuse emission in a region of +50-n m diameter,
brighten to a maximum in +70 ps, and then decrease over the
next 70 ps. Inferences of hot-spot pressures are made from the
size of the hot spot measured by KBFRAMED, the time of
fusion burn, the measured ion temperature, and the measured
neutron yield.20 Without every one of these measurements,
including the high-spatial-resolution framed images provided
by KBFRAMED, the inferences of hot-spot pressure would not
be possible. Additionally, the structure evident in the images
at scales comparable to the PSF (6-nm FWHM, as indicated
by a circle of that size in Fig. 150.33) would not be observable
without the resolution provided by KBFRAMED.
An example shape analysis of the hot-spot x-ray emission
near the peak of the signal is shown in Fig. 150.34. The hot
spot is first fit to a super-Gaussian ellipse convolved with the
Gaussian point-spread function given by
2
2
I l_x,yi = PSF _x,yi 7 I 0 exp (-9`x* aj + `y* bj C

2 , (7)

h 2
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Figure 150.34
A single KBFRAMED cryogenic target hot-spot image at x-ray maximum:
(a) image with dashed line indicating direction of lineout, (b) convolved,
super-Gaussian–ellipse fit to image, and (c) difference between (a) and (b).

where 7 denotes convolution, a and b are the lengths of the
semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively, I0 is the peak
value, and h is the super-Gaussian order. The values x* and y*
are the coordinates lying along the major and minor axes of
the ellipse, given by
x* = _x- x ci cos a + _y- y ci sin a,
y* = _x- x ci sin a - _y- y ci cos a,

(8)

where x and y are the coordinates in the image, a is the phase
angle to the major axis of the ellipse with respect to the x axis,
and xc and yc are the locations of the center of the ellipse.
Figure 150.34(a) shows the KBFRAMED image at the peak of
the hot-spot emission. Figure 150.34(b) shows the best-fit, convolved super-Gaussian ellipse with a = 23.5 nm, b = 20.9 nm,
h = 2.96, I0 = 0.32, and a = 91.4°. Figure 150.34(c) shows the
difference, demonstrating that the fit accurately determines
the size of the image with only small-scale structure and noise
remaining. An example lineout through the image is shown in
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Fig. 150.35 with the direction of the lineout indicated by the
dashed line in Fig. 150.34(a). The need to use a fit is exemplified by the lineout, where it is evident that in order to estimate
the average peak of the hot spot in the presence of noise in
the image, it is necessary to use the best-fit value rather than
a single peak value. The minimal difference in the convolved
fitting function and the inferred super-Gaussian ellipse is
because the emission is well resolved by the given resolution
of KBFRAMED for this hot-spot size. However, since this
method makes it possible to compare sizes when measured
with differing resolutions, it is the preferred procedure. With
the peak of the hot spot so defined, the size of the hot spot
is then defined by the convention that the hot-spot radius is
given by the average radius where the emission is 17% of the
maximum.21 With this definition, r17 is given by

from 2 to 10 (mode 1 is just a shift of the center) with the value
taken as the average of the fits to the two sides of the contour
and the error bar defined by the minimum and maximum of

r17 = _- ln 0.17i1/h r0 ,

Figure 150.36
Single KBFRAMED image from Fig. 150.34(a) with r17 contours superposed.

(9)
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Figure 150.35
Lineout through image in Fig. 150.34(a) and through the convolved superGaussian ellipse fit to that image (fit) and through the unconvolved fit
(inferred fit).

A more-detailed fit to the hot-spot envelope is determined by
fitting the contour of the image at 17% of the fit peak to a Legendre polynomial with the axis of the fit taken as the semi-major
axis of the super-Gaussian fit. Figure 150.36 shows the 17%
contour, the Legendre fit to the contour (the two sides of the
image are separately fit with the major axis of the super-Gaussian fit defining the sides), and the super-Gaussian–fit 17%
contour on the image of Fig. 150.34(a). The fractional-radial
deviation (departure from a circle) of the contours as a function
of angle from the semi-major axis is plotted in Fig. 150.37. The
Legendre modes of the fit are shown in Fig. 150.38 for modes
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Figure 150.37
Fractional-radial deviation of r17 contours from Fig. 150.36 as a function of
the angle from the semi-major axis of the super-Gaussian–ellipse fit.
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where r 0 is the geometric mean of a and b `r0 = ab j. For the
image above, r17 is found to be 26.9 nm.
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Figure 150.38
Legendre-mode spectrum of the fit to the measured r17 contour in Fig. 150.36.
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those two fits. The Legendre fit to the hot-spot envelope at r17 is,
as expected, closer to the observed shape, although the average
radius differs only slightly from the elliptical fit (26.7 nm for
the observed and Legendre fit as opposed to 26.9 nm for the
elliptical fit). In this particular image, modes 2 through 5 are
significant although all are less than 0.1 (i.e., less than 10%),
whereas modes 6 through 10 are less than +2%. Note that with
an emission region of this radius, mode 10 is expected to be
suppressed by the resolution of the instrument by approximately
a factor of 2, i.e., the true limit for mode 10 is less than + 4%
for an observed limit of +2%.
The dominant modes of the hot-spot envelope are those
expected from on-target illumination nonuniformities coming
from beam-intensity imbalance,22 but this observation does not
determine that they are the source of the perturbations. Also, it
is important to note that the major axis of the ellipse is within
2° of the vertical (91.4° best fit), which is approximately parallel
to the direction of the stalk that holds the cryogenic target in
place in the OMEGA target chamber (KBFRAMED is located
10° below the equator of the OMEGA chamber and the stalk
direction is downward in the images). The stalk and the glue
spot that binds the stalk to the CD shell that surrounds the DT
ice layer are known to be the largest mass perturbation at the
surface of the target. The effect of a stalk is complex in nature23
but, simply put, it causes the hot spot to become elongated in
the direction of the stalk. This example serves to illustrate
the benefit of the increased resolution of the KBFRAMED
instrument and the type of information that can be obtained
from these images.
Conclusions
A novel 16-image KB microscope design that couples
to a high-speed framing camera has been implemented on
the OMEGA Laser System. This instrument, known as
KBFRAMED, obtains framed images of x-ray emission from
laser-generated plasmas with +6-nm spatial resolution, +30-ps
time resolution over a region of + 400 nm in the energy band
from 2 to 8 keV. It was specifically designed to measure the
stagnation region (hot spot) of cryogenically cooled DT target
implosions that have typical sizes of + 60-n m diameter and
durations of +100 ps. The spatial resolution and time sampling
of KBFRAMED allow one to measure the time-varying size
and shape of these hot spots.
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Introduction
Quantitatively modeling the interaction of tritium with metals
is a vital step toward understanding the mechanisms of tritium
migration through the metal. In turn, understanding these fundamental mechanisms is necessary to interpret experimental
results and to make accurate predictions regarding tritium
migration in metals during exposures to tritium gas and subsequent storage periods and/or cleaning procedures. While the
literature contains several attempts at creating a quantitative
model,1–4 each attempt lacks one fundamental aspect: tritium
migration across the surface–metal lattice interface. Many
reports in the literature show that tritium adsorbs onto the
surface as tritiated water,1,5,6 while tritium absorbs into the
metal lattice as atomic tritium.5 This difference in retention
media results in the measured large differences in tritium
concentrations in the surface and in the bulk metal.7 Including
this physical condition into a quantitative model is necessary to
accurately model the complete tritium–metal system.
In this article, we present a quantitative tritium migration
model (QTRIMM) for modeling tritium migration in various metal substrates. This model includes the surface film of
adsorbed water and relates the concentrations of tritium within
the thin film of adsorbed water to the tritium concentrations
within the substrate metal. Additionally, the tritium concentrations throughout the metal sample are output from the model
calculation. Currently, this information is obtained experimentally only through acid etching or other destructive techniques.
The model developed in this work provides two major advantages. First, inclusion of the thin film of adsorbed water in the
model provides the first step toward a global model, capable
of describing all experimental conditions. Second, because
the tritium concentration profiles throughout the sample are
calculated, the model has the potential to predict the location
of tritium within a metal using only the loading and storage
conditions. This avoids the necessity of destructive techniques
to determine the tritium concentration profiles. Further, the
model can be used to calculate the increase in gas-phase
protium concentrations in a mixture of deuterium and tritium.
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In this article the physical picture of a metal’s surface is
presented first, along with the primary assumptions and the
relevant equations. Following this, a detailed derivation of the
model is included. This derivation is divided into two major
parts: bulk migration and surface conditions. To model tritium
migration in the bulk metal lattice, Fick’s second law of diffusion is solved numerically. This solution includes a condition for
tritium diffusion through composite media. Next, the surface
boundary conditions used to model tritium migration during
an exposure to tritium gas and during a subsequent storage
period are presented. Finally, a few predictions are made by
using QTRIMM.
Surface–Metal Interface Condition
Tritium interacts with metal substrates by first adsorbing
onto the metal surface and then permeating through the metal
lattice. Under most conditions, tritium does not adsorb directly
onto the metal’s surface. Instead, the tritons adsorb in the form
of tritiated light water (HTO).1,5,6 After adsorption onto the
surface, tritium can migrate from the water layers into the bulk
metal lattice. The tritons occupy interstitial locations and defect
sites within the metal’s crystal lattice and diffuse through the
lattice by migrating between the various sites. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 150.39. Here, the approximate thickness of
both the water layers and the metal oxide layers are shown for
reference. The remainder of this section will address the tritium
migration mechanisms treated in QTRIMM and will discuss
the major assumptions of the model.
The first step in the tritium permeation process is adsorption
onto the metal surface. This process presumably occurs through
isotope exchange between tritiated species in the gas phase and
water molecules adsorbed on the metal surface.6 This exchange
process is expected to occur rapidly, relative to tritium migration
into the underlying metal lattice. Assumption of rapid equilibrium
across the surface–gas interface is justified by comparing the flux
of gaseous tritium to the surface and the diffusive flux of tritium
into the metal lattice.8 Additionally, the average residence time
of adsorbed species is of the order of femtoseconds at 25°C.
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Figure 150.39
Illustration of tritium adsorption and migration into a metal sample. The
adsorbed water layers and metal oxide (MO) layers are depicted on the surface
of a metal substrate.

Rapid equilibrium across the surface–gas interface makes
it possible to determine the surface concentration of tritium.
At equilibrium, the surface concentration of tritium is related
to the concentration of tritium within the gas phase
eq

eq

)

2 mol H
.
mol H 2 O

(2)

After adsorption onto the surface, tritium can then permeate
through the metal lattice by diffusing from site to site within
the lattice. Permeation through the lattice begins with the triton
crossing the surface–metal lattice interface. Migration across
this interface is also assumed to be much faster than the rate
of tritium diffusion in the underlying metal substrate. As such,
the chemical potentials of tritium dissolved on either side of
the interface are equal at the interface:
n surf _x Ii = n metal _x Ii,

(1)

In this formula, the mole fraction of tritium on the surface
`| eq
surfj is related to the mole fraction of tritium in the gas
phase `| eq
gasj by a constant factor (f). This factor accounts for
various isotope exchange probabilities. In the limiting case
of equal exchange probabilities, the scaling factor is unity. In
reality, it is likely that the formation of double-isotope species, such as T2O, is not as probable as the formation of mixed
isotope species of water, such as HTO or DTO (tritiated heavy
water). This more-realistic scenario of nonequal reaction probabilities would reduce the scaling factor to a fractional value
ranging between zero and unity. For simplicity, we take f = 1
in our calculations.
Using the above relation between the mole fractions in the
two phases makes it possible to determine the absolute concentration of tritium in the adsorbed water layers. Assuming
the density of these water layers does not change significantly
with each successive layer, the concentration of tritium on the
metal’s surface is given by
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d ML

eq
Here, the concentration of tritium `c surfj is determined by
the mole fraction of tritium in the gas phase a| eq
gask, the isotope exchange scaling factor (f), the surface density of water
_t H 2 Oi, and the thickness of a monolayer of water (dML).
An additional factor of 2 is included to relate the number of
moles of hydrogen to the moles of water on the surface. In the
eq
limit of f = 1, c surf is taken to be equal to a saturated surface
solubility Ssurf. Under the assumptions of rapid equilibrium
and a static gas phase, the equilibrium surface concentration
in Eq. (2) remains constant throughout an exposure to tritium
gas. In a situation where the fraction of tritium in the gas phase
changes, the surface concentration will rapidly adjust to the
new conditions.

T

| surf = f ) | gas .

=

| gas ) f ) t H O
2

(3)

where n surf and n metal are the chemical potentials in the
adsorbed water layers and the metal lattice, respectively, and
xI represents the position of the interface. This equality leads
to a relation between the concentrations of tritium within
each region:
c surf _x Ii
eq

eq
c metal _x Ii

= exp e-

) - n)
n surf
metal

RT

o.

(4)

This equation states that the ratio between the equilibrium
concentrations in each region (ceq) depends on the standard
chemical potentials in each region ( n*), the gas constant (R),
and the temperature (T). In a complete description of solute
migration across an interface, the standard chemical potentials
can vary from point to point as a function of depth. Varying
standard potentials may result in gradual changes in the potential, culminating with equal standard potentials at the interface.
Equal standard potentials result in equal concentrations at the
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interface and therefore in a continuous solute concentration
profile across the interface region. Including spatially variable
standard chemical potentials may not be necessary since some
physical situations can be modeled well with the simplified
approach of constant chemical potentials.9 Physical situations
like this may be the result of well-defined boundaries between
phases, similar to the interface between two solids. In these
situations, the standard potential changes over a small distance
are small and the equilibrium tritium concentrations at the
interface are related by a constant factor.
The constant factor relating the tritium concentrations at the
interface can be obtained by using Sievert’s law, where the ratio
of the tritium concentrations given by Eq. (4) is equal to the
ratio of the solubilities of tritium in each region (Si), assuming
the partial pressure of tritium at the interface is a constant:
eq

c surf
eq

c metal

=

S surf
.
S metal

(5)

This equation makes it possible to determine the tritium concentration in the metal lattice, given a tritium concentration
on the surface. In order for the equality shown in Eq. (5) to
hold, the metal lattice concentration must be multiplied by the
isotope exchange scaling factor [Eq. (1)]:
eq
c surf _ f i
eq
f ) c metal

tions and vacancies. While these can be notable defects, the
majority of the dissolved tritium is expected to migrate through
the interstitial lattice sites in well-behaved metals with negligible contributions from defect sites.
Modeling Tritium Migration in the Bulk Metal Lattice
A model based on Fickian diffusion of tritium through the
metal lattice has been developed. This model numerically
solves for the tritium concentrations throughout a metal and
includes a condition for solute diffusion through different, but
interacting media, as outlined in the previous section. The
numeric solution uses an intermediate time step and divides
the solid into N cells. For simplicity, the model uses a onedimensional solution. The quantity of solute in each cell can
be determined by multiplying the cell thickness (D x) with the
surface area of the sample used in an experiment.
The concentration in each cell c is determined from a flux
balance of tritium entering and leaving each cell. Because
of this, the flux F is calculated at the intermediate positions,
i!1/2 as shown in Fig. 150.40. The rate of change in the solute
concentration in each cell is determined by relating Fick’s First
and Second Laws to yield
2c
2F
= .
2t
2x

The finite-difference fluxes at the intermediate positions are
=

S surf
.
S metal

(6)

c i+1- c i
Fi+1/2 = - D i+1/2d x - x n,
i+1

For a constant temperature, the ratio of tritium solubilities in
each region is a constant. Therefore, if the isotope exchange
scaling factor is less than unity, the surface concentration will
decrease, which means the concentration in the metal lattice
must also decrease by the same factor.

i – 1/2

The final step toward describing tritium permeation is
tritium diffusion through the metal lattice. For simplicity, we
treat only lattice diffusion and ignore pathways such as grain
boundaries and triple junctions and trap sites such as disloca-

(8)

i

i + 1/2

Dx

This formalism for tritium migration across a boundary
applies not only to transport across the adsorbed water–metal
lattice interface but to any well-defined interface. One can
extend Eqs. (3)–(6) to other composite media such as goldplated metals or to metal substrates with artificially grown
metal oxide layers, for example.
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Figure 150.40
Division of solid into equally spaced cells.
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c i- c i- 1
Fi- 1/2 = - D i- 1/2 d x - x n,
i- 1

i

Combining Eqs. (5) and (11) yields
(9)

where D is the diffusivity. Using Eqs. (7)–(10), the rate of
change of the concentration in cell “i” is written as
_1- ii _Fi+1/2- Fi- 1/2i
_Fil+1/2- Fil- 1/2i
cli- c i
= -i
, (10)
Dt
Dx i
Dx i

where the primes denote the next time step and i is the degree
of implicitness, which determines the degree of accuracy and
stability; i = 0.5 provides the highest accuracy, while i > 0.5
enhances stability.
Equations (7)–(10) represent the basis for QTRIMM. Using
these equations, a system of linear equations is obtained. Each
equation in the set gives the concentration at the next time
step for a particular location within the metal. Two additional
equations are necessary to solve for the boundary conditions.
These equations occur at indices of i = 0 and i = N and will
be discussed later. The total set of equations has one degree
of freedom, allowing the system of equations to be solved
exactly. Coupling Eq. (10) with a set of boundary conditions
makes it possible to calculate the tritium concentrations in a
homogeneous solid.
Tritium diffusion across an interface between two media
requires that the flux equations [Eqs. (8) and (9)] be constrained.
These fluxes must be modified to maintain a constant ratio of
the tritium solubilities across the interface [Eq. (5)]. The other
implicit condition is that the total quantity of tritium throughout the system must be conserved. Using these conditions, the
equations for the modified boundary conditions can be derived.
To maintain mass balance throughout the system, the concentration at the interface must be given by the rate of solute
entering and exiting the cell, i.e., we require flux balance. In the
present diffusion model, the interface between two well-defined
solvents is placed within one cell (i = M) in the discretized
solid. The concentration at the interface position is then given
by the average of the concentrations on the right `c RMj and left
`c LMj sides of the cell because half of this cell is one solvent
and half is the other:

cM =

90

`c RM + c LMj

2

.

(11)

c RM = d

2
c = {R ) cM .
SR + 1 n M

(12)

c LM = f

2 ) SR
p c = {L ) cM .
SR + 1 M

(13)

Similarly,

The flux in and out of the interface cell must utilize c LM and c RM ...
R

c M+1- c M
p
FM+1/2 = - D M+1/2 ) f x
-x
M+1

= - D M+1/2 ) d

M

c M+1- { R ) c M
n,
x M+1- x M

(14)

L

c M - c M- 1
p
FM- 1/2 = - D M- 1/2 ) f x - x
M

= - D M- 1/2 ) d

M- 1

{ L ) c M - c M- 1

x M - x M+1

n.

(15)

Equations (14) and (15) can be inserted into Eq. (10) to determine the concentrations around the interface (i = M–1, M,
M + 1). These equations apply only around the interface position; the remaining equations are unchanged from the form
derived for a homogeneous solid.
To solve for the concentration profiles in a metal sample,
two equations for the boundary conditions are necessary. For
the first boundary condition, we assume a symmetric solid.
Under this assumption, the diffusion model must extend only
to the center of the sample; the other side of the sample is a
mirror image. To solve for the concentration at the centerline,
we set the fluxes into or out of this cell to be equal but with
opposite signs to reflect the opposite directions of flow. The
boundary condition for the sample’s surface depends on the
experimental conditions. Two general cases are outlined in
the following section: the first case treats a storage condition
where tritium is allowed to redistribute throughout the solid
as well as to desorb from the surface; the second case treats a
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condition where a metal is exposed to gaseous tritium and is
loaded with tritium.
Boundary Conditions at the Metal’s Surface
We utilize slightly different surface boundary conditions,
depending on whether the model calculates the concentration
profiles during the loading phase or during a storage phase.
During the loading phase, the surface concentration is assumed
to be constant. During the storage phase, this concentration is
allowed to vary because tritium is allowed to migrate into the
metal lattice and to desorb from the surface at a constant rate.
The derivations for these two conditions are shown below.
In all cases, multiple monolayers of adsorbed water develop on
all metal surfaces that have been exposed to a humid atmosphere.
These layers are distinct from the bulk metal and have a much
higher solubility for tritium. To model tritium migrating from the
bulk metal into the surface, the interface equations outlined in
the previous section are used. Assuming that a rapid equilibrium
develops across the surface–metal lattice interface, the concentrations on either side of the interface are related by the ratio of
the solubilities for tritium in each region, as presented in Eq. (5).
The thickness of the metal substrate is much larger than
the thickness of the adsorbed water layer as illustrated in
Fig. 150.39. To account for this significant difference in thickness and to reduce the calculation time, two different cell sizes
are used: one to calculate the concentrations in the bulk of the
sample (D x) and the other to calculate the surface concentration (dx). Given the small thickness of the water layer and the
relatively slow rate of diffusion into the metal lattice, tritium
concentrations likely equilibrate rapidly in the water layers
relative to the bulk metal. Assuming this rapid equilibration
and using the small water-layer thickness, the surface–metal
interface is placed entirely in the first cell (i = 0) of the discretized solid as shown in Fig. 150.41. The thickness of the
surface cell (i = 0) is determined by the surface concentration
of adsorbed water (Q), the surface density of water at H Ok,
2
and the thickness of a monolayer of water (dML ):
Q

dx = t
) d ML ) 2.
H2 O

i=0

Substrate
metal
i=1

i=2

i = 3...

dx

Dx

x

E26107JR

Figure 150.41
Illustration showing the position of the surface–metal lattice interface.

tration into the solution matrix, we assume a linear relation
between the concentrations in the first three cells:
cl1- c 0{ R
cl2- c 0{ R
x 1- x 0 = x 2- x 0 .

(17)

This equation follows the same form as Eq. (10) and can
be inserted directly into the system of equations defined by
Eq. (10).
During the storage phase, the tritium concentrations in the
surface cell (i = 0) are allowed to vary by including two conditions for tritium transport: diffusion into the metal and desorption from the surface. Following the same formalism shown
above, we define the diffusive flux into the metal lattice as
F1/2 = - D ) d

c 1- c 0 ) { R
n
x 1- x 0 .

(18)

(16)

The factor of 2 in this equation scales up the thickness of this
cell to account for the fact that half of this cell is adsorbed water
and half is the bulk metal lattice (Fig. 150.41).
For the loading phase, the surface concentration is assumed
to remain constant in time. To incorporate this fixed concen-
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Water
layer

The desorbing flux away from the surface is defined by
F- 1/2 = - o ) c 0 ) { L b

dx

2

l,

(19)

where o is the desorption rate constant. The return flux from
the atmosphere to the surface is ignored in the equation because
the airborne concentration is assumed to be negligible. The
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Model Predictions
Using the model outlined in the previous sections, we can
predict the migration of tritium through a metal sample during an exposure to tritium gas, a subsequent storage period,
and a decontamination procedure. The results of a series of
simulations are presented in Figs. 150.42–150.44, which show
the consequences of exposing stainless steel to tritium gas and
then storing the metal for a period of time.
Table 150.III lists the hydrogen diffusivity in stainless steel,
copper, and aluminum;11 Table 150.IV lists the solubilities for
these materials.11 Figure 150.42 shows the calculated tritium
concentration profiles that develop within a stainless steel
sample, exposed to 612 Torr of hydrogen gas containing 60%
tritium for 24 h. Initially, the surface concentration was fixed
at the value shown, while the remaining concentrations in the
metal were set to zero. The profiles are plotted in increments
of 1 h. For clarity, only the concentrations within the metal

Frequency factor
(m2/s)
Activation energy
(kJ/mol)
Diffusivity at 25°C
(m2/s)

7.2 # 10 –7
52.9
4.1 # 10 –16

Copper

Aluminum

7.9 # 10 –7 1.46 # 10 –6
38.6

30.0

1.4 # 10 –13 5.0 # 10 –12

Table 150.IV: Hydrogen solubility in select materials.

Frequency factor
(mol/m3 •atm1/2)
Activation energy
(kJ/mol)
Solubility at 25°C
(mol/m3)
*Scaled by 1000.
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x = 4Dt = 11.5 nm,

Stainless steel

Copper

Aluminum

342

1691

4416

13.0

39.3

28.5

1.8

0.22*

4.4 # 10 –2

(20)

where GxH is the mean migration distance, D in m2/s is the diffusivity of tritium in stainless steel, and the exposure time t is 24 h.
1.5

1.0
Increasing exposure time
0.5

0.0
E26108JR

Table 150.III: Hydrogen diffusivity in select materials.

Stainless steel

lattice are shown; the high surface concentrations are off-scale.
Using the final profile, we calculate that tritium penetrates a
mean distance of +10 nm into stainless steel. This compares
favorably with the expected mean migration distance, which is
found from the semi-infinite solution to the diffusion equation.
The expected mean migration distance is

Tritium concentration (mol/m3)

thickness of the surface cell, dx, is divided in half since half
of this cell represents the adsorbed water layers illustrated in
Fig. 150.41. The desorption rate constant o determines the rate
at which tritium desorbs from the surface. Surette and McElroy
measured this rate to be 0.91% per day for untreated stainlesssteel surfaces.10 This is equivalent to 10 –7 tritons desorbing per
second, which is the value used in the following calculations.
Equations (18) and (19) can be inserted into Eq. (10) to yield
the surface boundary condition in the diffusion model.

0

5
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15

20

25

Distance into the metal (nm)

Figure 150.42
Evolution of tritium concentration profiles in stainless steel during an exposure
to tritium. P = 612 Torr, |tritium = 0.6, t = 24 h, Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2.

In the second phase, the tritium profile evolution is tracked
over a storage period of 50 days. During this time, tritium is
allowed to redistribute throughout the metal, as well as to
desorb from the surface. Tritium that has desorbed from the
surface does not return to the sample in this example. The
final concentration profile calculated for the loading procedure
illustrated in Fig. 150.42 was used as the initial condition for the
storage phase. The resulting concentration profiles in the metal
lattice are shown in Fig. 150.43. Again, the high surface concentrations are not shown. Finally, the evolution of the concentration profiles are plotted in one-day increments. As expected
the tritium concentrations in the near-surface region decrease
while the tritium concentrations in the deeper regions increase
with increasing storage time. This trend in the concentration
profiles with increasing time produces profiles similar to those
LLE Review, Volume 150
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1.0
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Relative distribution of tritium

Tritium concentration (mol/m3)

1.4

1.0
0.8
0.6
Increasing
exposure time

0.4
0.2
0.0
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Figure 150.43
Tritium concentration profiles in stainless steel during storage following an
exposure to tritium. P = 612 Torr, |tritium = 0.6, t = 24 h, Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2,
o = 1 # 10 –7/s.

observed by Penzhorn et al.7 These authors measured a local
minimum in the concentration profile near the surface. They
attributed this minimum to the chronic desorption of tritium
from the surface, which is an effect predicted by the model.
Figure 150.44 shows the calculated relative distribution of
tritium within the stainless-steel sample over the same storage
period represented by the concentration profiles in Fig. 150.43.
This figure shows the relative tritium inventories contained on
the surface and in the bulk metal lattice along with the relative
quantity that desorbed from the surface. For reference, the total
mass of the system is also included. From these results, we
can see that the surface contained +60% of the total tritium
inventory immediately after the 24-h exposure. This quantity
rapidly decreases over the first ten days since tritium not only
diffuses into the sample but also desorbs from the sample’s
surface. After +30 days of storage, the relative distribution does
not change significantly because the concentration gradients in
the sample illustrated in Fig. 150.41 are less steep.
In the following example, a stainless-steel sample was
exposed to various atmospheres of tritium gas for differing
periods of time and then stored for either zero or one day prior
to decontamination. The cleaning protocol was repeated over
a ten-day period. In these two examples, the surface activity
was reduced to zero during decontamination and the sample
was stored for one day before repeating the cleaning procedure.
LLE Review, Volume 150
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Figure 150.44
Dependence of relative distribution of tritium in stainless steel on storage
time following an exposure to tritium. Included in this plot are the relative
quantities of tritium that desorbed from the sample, as well as those remaining on the surface and in the bulk metal lattice. P = 612 Torr, |tritium = 0.6,
t = 24 h, Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2, o = 1 # 10 –7/s.

During the storage periods, tritium could diffuse deeper into
the sample as well as desorb from the surface. During loading, the surface concentration was fixed by the given exposure
conditions and the tritium content in the sample bulk was set
to zero. For reference, the 1000-DPM/dm2 threshold is shown
as a dashed line in each of the following two plots, where DPM
is disintegrations per minute.
Figure 150.45 shows the activity on the metal surface
immediately prior to the cleaning. The exposure and cleaning
sequence indicates that tritium migrates back to the surface
within each 24-h storage period. Further, regardless of the
initial exposure conditions, the surface activity present after
the first 24-h period indicates that the surface is above the
1000‑DPM/dm2 threshold. In all exposure cases considered,
one additional decontamination was sufficient to bring the
surface below the threshold. Additional decontaminations performed after the second day showed no significant depletion of
the surface activity. A sufficient quantity of tritium is present
within the metal lattice to replenish the surface with tritium to
nearly the same level each following day.
Storing the sample for 24 h after an exposure significantly
affected the residual surface activity after decontamination.
Figure 150.46 shows the surface activity on the sample stored
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for 24 h after exposure and before the first decontamination.
In general, the results show that storing the samples for one
day results in surfaces containing higher quantities of tritium

Surface activity (DPM/dm2)
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1-h exposure to 200 nCi/m3
30-min exposure to 200 nCi/m3
5-min exposure to 200 nCi/m3
5-min exposure to 20 nCi/m3
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1000 DPM/100 cm2
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Figure 150.45
Dependence of surface activity on stainless steel on decontamination
sequences without a storage period after exposure. The decontamination was
repeated every 24 h for ten days. Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2, o = 1 # 10 –7/s.
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Figure 150.46
Dependence of surface activity of stainless steel on decontamination
sequences following a one-day storage period after exposure. The decontamination was repeated every 24 h for ten days. Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2, o = 1 # 10 –7/s.
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The surface activity of aluminum after exposure to tritium
and a series of subsequent decontaminations was also simulated. The operating conditions were identical to those used
for stainless steel. As in the stainless-steel cases, two main
scenarios were considered. In both scenarios (Fig. 150.47),
the metal was exposed to a range of tritium gas concentrations
for a variety of durations. In the first set of cases evaluated,
decontamination proceeded immediately after exposure. In
the second case, decontamination was initiated one day after
the tritium exposure. In both cases, once the decontaminationdwell sequence was started, the surface was decontaminated
after a 24-h hiatus over ten days.

Time since initial exposure (days)

E26111JR

102

after each decontamination cycle. Compared with the samples
that were decontaminated immediately after exposure, most of
the stored samples did not reach the target threshold, even after
ten decay cycles. Storing the sample after exposure gave the
tritium more time to diffuse into the bulk metal lattice. This
higher reservoir of tritium in the metal in turn resupplied the
surface with tritium, leading to the higher surface activities.

The decontamination simulations indicate that more decontamination cycles are required for aluminum that was stored for
one day prior to starting the decontamination sequence. The
surface activity for the stored samples does not drop below the
threshold until a minimum of seven decontamination cycles
have been performed, compared to a minimum of two cycles
for the case when the decontamination starts immediately after
exposure. As in the stainless-steel case, the one-day storage
period permitted tritium to permeate deeper into the bulk metal
lattice. This leads to an increased reservoir of tritium in the
lattice, which subsequently migrates to the surface after each
successive cleaning.
For the same exposure conditions, stainless steel requires
more decontamination cycles than aluminum when the exposed
samples are stored for one day before starting the decontamination sequence. This difference is attributed to the fact that
the diffusion of tritium into steel is 2 # 104 slower compared
to aluminum. The higher diffusivity of tritium into aluminum
expedites tritium migration to the surface after each cleaning. As a result, a greater fraction of the tritium inventory is
removed from the bulk with each successive decontamination
and the surface activity remaining after each 24-h period
decreases faster on aluminum than on stainless steel.
The tritium exposure and decontamination protocols
described above were repeated using 3-cm-thick aluminum
instead of a 0.3-cm-thick sample (Fig. 150.48).
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Figure 150.47
Decrease in the surface activity on 0.3-cm-thick aluminum calculated for a range of exposure conditions for two cases. (a) Decontamination was initiated
immediately after exposure. (b) Decontamination was initiated one day after the exposure. The surfaces were decontaminated once every 24 h over a ten-day
period in both cases. Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2, o = 1 # 10 –7/s.
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Figure 150.48
Decrease in the surface activity on 3-cm-thick aluminum calculated for a range of exposure conditions for two cases. (a) Decontamination was initiated immediately after exposure. (b) Decontamination was initiated one day after the exposure. The surfaces were decontaminated once every 24 h over a ten-day period
in both cases. Q = 10 –5 mol/m 2, o = 1 # 10 –7/s.
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tamination cannot reach the 1000-DPM/dm2 threshold within
ten decontamination cycles. Figure 150.50 shows the evolution

Tritium concentrations (nmol T/m3)

The calculations show that increasing the thickness of the
aluminum results in higher surface activities throughout the
decontamination process. For the immediate decontamination
scenario, the surface activity remains above the target threshold
for the higher tritium concentrations and longer exposure condition and drops below the threshold for the shorter periods and/or
lower concentrations. In the delayed decontamination scenario,
the residual surface activity does not drop below the threshold
for any of the exposure cases considered. Additionally, the decay
in the residual surface activity in both scenarios does not follow
the trend observed for the 0.3-cm case illustrated in Fig. 150.47.
In the 0.3-cm case, the residual surface activity decreased linearly after the second surface cleaning. In the 3-cm case, the
residual surface activity decreases at a slower, nonlinear rate. The
increased metal volume provides a larger reservoir for tritium in
the 3-cm case for identical exposure conditions. Increasing the
thickness of the aluminum allows tritium to migrate deeper into
the bulk during the dwell periods between surface decontaminations because of the higher diffusivity of tritium in aluminum.

3.5
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Figure 150.49 shows that each successive decontamination
further depletes the tritium content in the near-surface region.
This depletion is in response to the removal of the surface activity and, consequently, the abrupt change in the tritium inventory
at the interface on the metal side. The concentration gradient
drives tritium to migrate out of the metal lattice and back into
the surface layer. Storing the sample for one day between successive decontamination cycles provides the necessary time for
tritium to migrate into the surface water layer. Increasing the
storage time would increase the quantity of tritium migrating
to the surface since tritium diffusion through the metal lattice
limits the flux to the surface.
In addition to depleting the near-surface tritium with each
decontamination, the simulation shows that the surface con96

200
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Figure 150.49
Evolution of tritium concentration profiles that develop in the bulk metal of
stainless steel following sequential decontaminations after exposure to 5 nCi/m3
of tritium in an inert environment until steady-state concentration profiles were
reached in the metal. The profiles are plotted in one-day increments for sequential
decontaminations. The initial profile is shown for reference.
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Surface activity (DPM/100 cm2)

In the following example, a stainless-steel sample was
exposed to a tritium atmosphere containing 5 nCi/m3 until a
steady state was reached. Afterward, the sample was subjected
to the same decontamination cycles described above. The
surface was decontaminated once a day for ten days where
each decontamination was assumed to completely remove all
surface-bound tritium. During the storage period between the
surface cleanings, tritium repopulated the surface and could
desorb from the surface. The results are shown in Figs. 150.49
and 150.50. Figure 150.49 shows the tritium concentration
profiles in the bulk metal after each decontamination, while
Fig. 150.50 shows the surface activity remaining prior to the
next decontamination cycle.
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Figure 150.50
Dependence of the surface activity on decontaminations repeated once a day
over ten days for stainless steel exposed to a tritium atmosphere of 5 nCi/m3 for
a prolonged period. The sample was stored for 24 h between decontaminations.
Q = 10–5 mol/m2, Ptritium = nCi/m3 = 3.2 # 10–9 Torr, |tritium = 1, o = 1 # 10–7/s.
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Table 150.V: Parameters used to calculate tritium permeation through
the selected metals.

Mole fraction of tritium in the gas
0.7
DT pressure
50 Torr
Temperature
298 K
Quantity of adsorbed water on
10 –5 mol H2O/m2
upstream (DT gas/vacuum) wall
Quantity of adsorbed water
5 # 10 –5 mol H2O/m2
on downstream (lab air) wall
Desorption rate constant
10 –7/s
(both surfaces)
Exposure time
100 h
“Storage” time
50 h
Wall thickness
3 mm
Number of exposure/vacuum cycles
5
LLE Review, Volume 150

The response of the metals to the tritium pulses are shown
in Figs. 150.51–150.53. In each figure (a) shows the calculated
(a)
Total quantity desorbed into vacuum
Upstream surface
Bulk
Downstream surface
Total quantity desorbed into lab air
Total tritium in the metal

1000

800
Activity (mCi/m2)

QTRIMM can also be used to calculate the temporal evolution of tritium pulses applied to various metals. In the example
under consideration, one side of a metal wall is exposed to
a deuterium–tritium (DT) gas mixture at room temperature.
Following the exposure, the DT gas is evacuated and the wall
remains under vacuum for a specified period of time. This cycle
of exposure followed by vacuum outgassing is repeated several
times. The tritium concentration profiles and tritium distributions are calculated for each cycle. In these calculations, the
downstream boundary condition is modified to include a highsolubility surface from which tritium can desorb. This condition
is identical to that used for tritium desorption from a surface in
Eq. (19) except that the flux is positive since the flow is in the
opposite direction. The permeation calculations compare the
performance of three metals: aluminum, copper, and stainless
steel using the literature survey averages of the solubilities and
diffusivities for the three metals listed in Tables 150.III and
150.IV. The solubility of tritium in copper was increased by a
factor of 1000 relative to the literature survey average to account
for the observed increase in hydrogen solubility in copper at low
temperatures. The parameters listed in Table 150.V are used for
this example for the three metals. We cannot assume that the
quantity of water absorbed on the metal surfaces is the same
for the three metals because these quantities are metal dependent.6 Additionally, the desorption rates from the upstream and

downstream surfaces may be different because of the different
environments;12 however, these parameters are not expected to
differ significantly from metal to metal.
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of surface activities with sequential decontaminations. While the
decontamination cycles reduce the residual surface activity to
lower values, progress to puncture the 1000-DPM/dm2 threshold is
slow. The difficulty in reducing surface contamination is because
of the vast reservoir of tritium present within the metal lattice.
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Figure 150.51
(a) Activity distribution and (b) tritium concentration profiles calculated
for a stainless-steel wall exposed to repeated cycles of DT gas followed by
vacuum desorption.
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Figure 150.52
(a) Activity distribution and (b) tritium concentration profiles calculated for a copper wall exposed to repeated cycles of DT gas, followed by vacuum desorption.
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Figure 150.53
(a) Activity distribution and (b) tritium concentration profiles calculated for an aluminum wall exposed to repeated cycles of DT gas, followed by vacuum desorption.
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quantities for tritium present on the upstream and downstream
surfaces, tritium within the metal lattice, and the amount of
tritium lost to the downstream side. The total tritium inventory
present on the surfaces and in the lattice is plotted as well. In
each figure (b) shows the evolution of the tritium concentration
profiles in the metal lattice over the course of five exposure and
vacuum cycles. In general, the activity distributions show that
each wall absorbs tritium during each DT exposure. Additionally, while tritium desorbs from the inner wall when under
vacuum, the duration of the exposure to vacuum is not long
enough to allow a significant release of the absorbed tritium.
Ultimately, this leads to the metal wall absorbing increasingly
more tritium with each exposure-vacuum cycle. The tritium
concentration profiles within the metal lattice show increasing penetration into the metal with each successive cycle. The
exception is for aluminum, which attains steady-state permeation through the wall within the first exposure cycle.
The simulations show several notable differences among the
three metals. The first difference is evident in the calculated
concentration profiles within each metal. The profiles indicate
that tritium permeates through aluminum much faster than
the other two metals, such that steady-state permeation is
achieved within the first DT exposure. Additionally, while the
subsequent vacuum portions of each cycle serve to decrease
the concentrations throughout the aluminum wall, steady-state
permeation is reclaimed during the following DT exposure.
For copper, a negligible quantity of tritium permeates through
the wall and steady-state permeation is not achieved during
the five cycles. Finally, permeation through stainless steel is
the slowest, with no tritium reaching the downstream surface.
This trend in tritium permeation rates follows the same trend
in the tritium diffusivity through each metal: tritium diffusivity is slowest in stainless steel and quickest in aluminum. As a
consequence, the calculated quantity of tritium desorbing from
the downstream side of the wall is largest for aluminum and
smallest for stainless steel.

to tritium gas and then stored for 50 days. Additionally,
QTRIMM was used to predict the changes in surface activity
as a result of decontamination cycles. The model demonstrates
two well-known phenomena: (1) tritium can “reappear” on a
decontaminated surface and (2) the longer one waits to clean
a contaminated surface, the harder it is to decontaminate the
metal. Finally, QTRIMM was used to predict the quantities
of tritium that can permeate through aluminum, copper, and
stainless steel. The calculations show that the greatest quantity
of tritium permeated through aluminum compared to copper
or stainless steel of the similar thicknesses. As a result of the
quicker diffusion of tritium through aluminum, the model predicts that aluminum will contain the largest quantity of tritium
after several exposures to DT gas compared to the other two
metals but it is expected to be decontaminated more quickly
than the other two metals.
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Three-Dimensional Modeling of Neutron-Based Diagnostics
to Infer Plasma Conditions in Cryogenic
Inertial Confinement Fusion Implosions
Introduction
In direct-drive cryogenic inertial confinement fusion (ICF)1
implosions, a target comprising a shell of cryogenic deuterium–tritium (DT) fuel enclosing a vapor region is irradiated
using multiple nearly identical laser beams. As the kinetic
energy of the imploding shell is converted to the thermal
energy of the hot spot, the shell undergoes deceleration
and conditions relevant for achieving fusion reactions are
obtained. Conditions achieved in the compressed core, at the
time of peak fusion neutron production, from a typical cryogenic direct-drive implosion on the OMEGA Laser System2
are shown in Fig. 150.54. The profile was obtained from a
spherically symmetric simulation using the code LILAC;3
nonuniformity was ignored in this calculation. Ideally, a hot
core is surrounded by a high-density shell, although multidimensional simulations indicate that while this is largely true,
the neutron-producing region is typically not centered and the
high-density shell can be significantly perturbed. Perturbations
are typically quantified in terms of spherical harmonics (from
3-D simulations) or Legendre modes (in 2-D experimental
images or 2-D simulations).
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Figure 150.54
A typical density and temperature profile at peak neutron production in an
OMEGA cryogenic implosion.
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The goal of cryogenic implosions on OMEGA is to understand the physics of directly driven ICF implosions. This
requires observations that could potentially shed light on failure
mechanisms including the role of long-wavelength asymmetries
on target performance. Three-dimensional (3-D) direct-drive
simulations that include the effect of long-wavelength asymmetries performed with the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian
(ALE) code HYDRA4 indicate that significant long-wavelength
asymmetries corresponding to spherical harmonics up to 4
should be present during the time of neutron production. These
asymmetries can be seeded by power imbalance among the
60 beams of OMEGA; by beam mistiming, beam mispointing,
or nonuniformities on the inside of the cryogenic layer at the
ice–vapor interface; or by the initial error in the placement of
the target relative to the center of the target chamber, etc. Longwavelength asymmetries can compromise performance by
reducing the clean volume over which neutrons are produced.
In Fig. 150.54, the clean volume has a radius of +20 nm. The
Rayleigh–Taylor5 growth of the nonuniformities during the
deceleration phase of the imploding capsule results in growth
at approximately this radius; spikes of the high-density shell
penetrate the hot spot, whereas bubbles of lower-density material distort the high-density shell. These large bubbles in the
high-density shell may permit heat and fuel to escape, thereby
decreasing fusion yields. These asymmetries result in angular
variations in areal density, defined as
R

tR =

$ t_ridr,

0

the radial integral of the areal density, where t (r) is the density along the radius of the target, and R is the outer radius
of the target. Another manifestation of these asymmetries is
large-scale fluid flow resulting in residual kinetic energy, i.e.,
kinetic energy that has not been converted to hot-spot energy.
Diagnosing these asymmetries is important for identifying a
potential source of performance degradation. Until recently,
x-ray images from a single view have been used to infer the
existence of asymmetries in OMEGA cryogenic implosions,6,7
LLE Review, Volume 150
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although quantitative measures are outstanding. Multiple
views of neutron-based diagnostics have also been available,
although a tool to interpret the results has been unavailable. In
this work, we show that with additional views of the neutronbased diagnostics, asymmetries can potentially be diagnosed
on OMEGA. Results from a newly developed postprocessor
IRIS3D (see Appendix, p. 110) for 3-D hydrodynamic codes
are described here. The role of background in interpreting the
various regions of the neutron spectra for the inference of areal
density and its asymmetries is emphasized; the use of multiple
detectors to infer a map of asymmetries is studied; and, finally,
the detection of asymmetries through the effect of the residual
fluid flow on neutron spectra is studied. This work is the first
such analysis; future work will include detailed post-processing
of 3-D simulations to compare quantities derived from neutron
spectra with experiment.
The generalized Lawson criterion for ICF implosions8
provides a measure of target performance and can be written
for OMEGA scale as
2
| 1-D . tR `g/cm j =

T _keVi 0.8
G ,
4.4

(1)

where G tRH is the neutron-weighted areal density of the compressed target and GTH is the neutron-weighted ion temperature
in the hot spot. A value of |1-D + 1 indicates marginal ignition,
where the ratio of the output fusion neutron energy to the input
laser energy is +1. This form of the generalized Lawson criterion is derived from a power law fit to a series of spherically
symmetric simulations and is written in terms of quantities—
neutron-weighted areal density and ion temperature—that are,
in principle, observable. As discussed later, areal density is
inferred from the elastically scattered neutron spectrum,9–11
and ion temperature is inferred from the width of the neutron
spectrum of the D–T fusion neutrons.12 Asymmetrically driven
implosion experiments limit, however, the ability to directly
compare the experimentally inferred quantities with spherically
symmetric simulations. Areal densities can vary around the
imploding target and the inferred value depends on the viewing
direction. Similarly, fluid flow in the hot spot can change the
width of the neutron spectrum, resulting in direction-dependent
influences on the apparent ion temperature. Therefore, multiple
measurements are required to constrain the values attained
in implosion experiments. In addition, background neutronproducing reactions in the target can introduce ambiguities in
the interpretation of neutron spectra. Therefore, it is important
to understand the role of backgrounds and perform studies on
LLE Review, Volume 150

different patterns of asymmetry to be able to interpret observations. Simultaneously, comparing results from 3-D hydrodynamic simulations to observations is necessary to identify the
adequacy of the modeling and infer the role of nonuniformity
seeds in experiments. This requires a tool to post-process 3-D
simulations and compare observables with experiment.
In this article, a Monte Carlo neutron-tracking code IRIS3D
(see Appendix, p. 110) is used to model neutron transport from
three primary fusion reactions in a DT capsule: the 14.1‑MeV
D–T fusion neutrons, the 2.45-MeV D–D fusion neutrons, and
the T–T three-body reaction, which results in a continuum of
neutrons. Additionally, three secondary interactions of the primary D–D and D–T neutrons including the elastic scattering off
the deuterium and tritium ions (used to diagnose areal density)
and the neutron-induced deuteron breakup reaction (which
provides a background to the elastic scattering reactions) are
also modeled. Neutron-induced triton breakup is not included
in this work because its cross section is + 4 # smaller than the
deuteron breakup reaction.13
In the following sections, the basic well-known relationship
between tR and elastic scattering is described;9–11,14 the effect
of neutrons from other fusion processes in the compressed
target on the inference of areal density, i.e., the role of backgrounds, is discussed; and the kinematics of the elastic scattering reaction to infer the areal density in different parts of the
target is exploited. The inference of areal-density asymmetries
with multiple detectors is discussed along with inferring ion
temperatures from neutron spectral widths. It is shown that the
effect of fluid flow is an increase in the width of the neutron
spectrum, leading to an increase in the inferred ion temperature.
Therefore, significantly different values of ion temperature
inferred from different directions around a compressing core
should indicate the presence of asymmetries. It is also shown
that while the absolute values of the inferred temperatures
might be inaccurate, the relative values still potentially track
the underlying asymmetry. Finally, conclusions are presented.
Areal Density and Elastic Scattering
The number of neutrons that scatter elastically, yln , as a number of primary neutrons, yn, that move along a path s is given by

yln =

$ yn n vds,

(2)

s

where n is the number density of deuterons or tritons (particles
per unit volume) and v is the cross section of the scattering
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interaction. For the D–T primary neutrons at 14.1 MeV, the
cross section for scattering off deuterons is v = vd . 640 mb,
and for scattering off the background tritons is v = vt . 930 mb.
If the substitution
n=

t

m

(3)

f

is used, where m represents the average mass of particles in
the material and f represents the fraction of particles that are
of the type of interest (for DT fuel with equal proportions of
D and T, M = 2.5 amu, and f = 1/2), Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

&

t

Including scattering off both the deuterons and tritons, one can
write an expression for the total DSR as

The DSR is influenced by the continuous portion of the spectra as shown in Fig. 150.56. Parts of the spectra are measured in
OMEGA experiments by two methods: (1) the magnetic recoil

m

f vds.

(4)

s

The primary neutron yield yn is not a constant along the path
length since some fraction undergoes various reactions in the
compressed target, including the process of elastic scattering;
however, yn typically changes by less than 10% along a path.
For the purpose of illustrating the dependencies, it is assumed
to be constant. The code used here takes into account the reduction of yn along a path. Therefore, since v and f are constants
along the path length of the neutrons, the ratio of the scattered
to primary neutrons can be written as (also called the downscatter ratio or DSR)
yln
y n . v f $ t _si ds.
s

fd vd + ft vt
yln
DSR / y .
: t L,
m
n

(6)

where
L

tL =

$ t ds

0

is the areal density along a total path length L. The DSR is the
observed quantity in the experiment used to infer areal density.
If the trajectories of the neutrons were purely radial, tL would
correspond to tR, where R is the radius of the plasma. Since
fusion reactions occur throughout the hot core, neutron trajec102
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To test and illustrate the physics associated with neutron
interaction and transport, an ice-block profile that approximates
typical profiles in a cryogenic implosion was used (Fig. 150.55).
This ice-block model is characterized by regions of constant
density and temperature. Neutron spectra (Fig. 150.56) using
a Monte Carlo approach were calculated for the profile. Calculated cross sections for elastic scattering,15 which previously have shown excellent agreement with measurements,15
were used in this calculation. This Monte Carlo code, which
post-processes spherically symmetric simulations, has also
been compared previously with experiment and shown to be
in excellent agreement when detailed capsule simulations are
post-processed to obtain spectra for a limited class of implosions.16 Of note in the neutron spectrum are the DT primary
peak at 14.1 MeV and the deuteron and triton backscattered
edges at 1.5 and 3.5 MeV, respectively.

yn

Mass density (g/cm3)

yln =

tories are not radial, even for spherically symmetric implosions. Therefore, comparisons between the calculated and the
observed DSR are required to identify if the simulated areal
density has been achieved in implosion experiments. In addition, tL is dominantly sampled when the neutron-production
rate is the highest in the experiment. Consequently, the areal
density inferred in the experiment corresponds to a neutronweighted value. In the remainder of this article, tL and tR will
be used interchangeably. It should be kept in mind, however,
that the inference of an areal density from a neutron spectrum
results in a value for tL, whereas lineouts from the center of a
simulated profile would provide a measure for tR.
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Figure 150.55
A spherically symmetric “ice-block” test profile. A 50–50 DT fuel ratio
was used.
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somewhat but not significantly enough to change the conclusions. The 10- to 12-MeV range viewed by this detector has
the advantage of focusing in on a narrower region of the target;
however, a large number of detectors viewing this range would
be necessary to get full, 4r sampling coverage as a result. Since
multiple detectors for the higher energy range can be expensive,
multiple views at lower energies (i.e., through time-of-flight
measurements), which can map broader regions of the target,
are considered here.
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Figure 150.56
Example of a neutron spectrum including only DT primary neutrons and
deuteron and triton elastic scattering.

spectrometer (MRS)9 is used to measure the down-scattered
neutron spectrum between 10 and 12 MeV. (2) Neutron time
of flight (nTOF) is used to measure the ratio between 3.5 and
4.5 MeV, although energies up to 6 MeV are measured currently
and extension to higher energy ranges is possible.
Kinematically, DSR inferred from a specific energy range
and from a particular direction samples tL from only a specific
portion of the target. If a neutron (or any particle) of mass m
and with an initial energy E scatters elastically from a particle
with mass M and emerges with an energy El , its angle of scattering i is given by

cos i =

x _A + 1i- _A- 1i
2 x

,

(7)

where A = M/m and x = El/E.
As a result, neutrons that scatter close to their original
energies are deflected by small angles, whereas neutrons that
emerge at low energies are nearly backscattered. When viewed
from a single direction, the energy ranges of the neutron spectrum can be mapped to different parts of the target. The open
squares in Fig. 150.57 show the locations of the MRS and
nTOF detectors in the OMEGA target chamber. The contours
represent 1-MeV energy ranges over the regions in the detector’s view under the assumption of a point neutron source
from the center for scattering from deuterons [Figs. 150.57(a)
and 150.57(c)] and tritons [Figs. 150.57(b) and 150.57(d)]. An
extended source would blur the regions and extend the region
LLE Review, Volume 150
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Figure 150.57
(a) Projection of directions sampled by the magnetic recoil spectrometer
(MRS) detector viewing deuteron elastic scattering in the 10- to 12-MeV
range. The location of the detector in the OMEGA target chamber is shown
as an open square. The contours represent the set of directions in which a primary DT neutron could be traveling under the assumption of a point-neutron
source, which might result in it scattering from a deuteron in the direction of
the detector. The ring is further broken up into 1-MeV-wide sub-rings, so that
the outer sub-ring represents the area sampled by the 10- to 11-MeV region,
and the inner sub-ring represents the area sampled by the 11- to 12-MeV
energy range. (b) Same as (a) but for triton elastic scattering. [(c),(d)] Same
as (a) and (b) but for a time-of-flight detector viewing the 1- to 6-MeV range.
This range is now broken up into five 1-MeV sub-ranges. The locations of the
time-of-flight detectors are shown as open squares.

For an nTOF detector using a range of 1 to 6 MeV, a much
larger portion of the target can be sampled [Figs. 150.57(c) and
150.57(d)]. Note that only the higher three sub-rings are visible
for triton backscatter [Fig. 150.57(d)] since the backscattered
peaks for triton scattering occur around 3.5 MeV. Breaking up
this observed spectrum into smaller sub-ranges makes it possible for a detector to sample tL in smaller, narrower regions of
the target. In addition, by using multiple detectors, not only tL
but also asymmetry in tL can be mapped to different regions
of the target. As discussed in the next section, however, backgrounds can significantly influence the spectrum at these lower
energies and must be accounted for carefully.
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Multiple scattering is taken into account in the particle
tracking code by recursively scattering neutrons off the background fuel ions until the effect is no longer numerically significant. Figure 150.58 demonstrates the effect that multiple
scattering can have on down-scattered spectra for two different
areal densities. Because DSR is approximately proportional
to tL, as we have seen, multiple scattering levels should be
proportional to some power of tL. Consequently, the effect
of multiple scattering should become more significant as tL
increases. This is shown in Fig. 150.58, where for two ice-block
profiles with different areal densities, the neutron spectrum is
calculated with and without multiple scattering. For the higher
areal density, characteristic of cryogenic implosions at the
National Ignition Facility (NIF), significant differences are
observed in the neutron spectra at lower energies, indicating
that multiple scattering is important under such conditions. For
OMEGA-scale implosions, areal densities are typically around
0.15 to 0.25 g/cm 2. In this situation, the effect of multiple
scattering is negligible and can be ignored in the calculations.
All dominant components of the neutron spectrum from
a cryogenic DT capsule are shown in Fig. 150.59. Again, the
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Figure 150.59
Neutron spectra generated by IRIS3D including background reactions along
with thermal broadening, Doppler broadening, and multiple scattering.
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ice-block spectrum in Fig. 150.55 is used to calculate the
spectrum. Two additional primary neutron–generating reactions are likely to occur in a DT-filled capsule: d(d,n)3He and
t(t,2n)4He. DD primary neutrons, generated around 2.45 MeV,
are not a significant background to the down-scattered neutrons
since they are clearly recognizable in the spectrum. They can
interact, however, with the cold fuel, for example, by elastic
scattering, causing them to contribute to the background below
2.45 MeV—e.g., around the deuteron backscattered peak.
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Backgrounds for Areal-Density Inference
The spectrum shown in Fig. 150.56 includes the primary
and the elastically scattered neutrons. Additional effects such
as thermal and Doppler broadening and multiple scattering are
discussed in this section.
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Figure 150.58
Spectra generated by IRIS3D considering only DT primaries and deuteron and triton scattering, with and without multiple scattering: (a) for the ice-block profile
shown in Fig. 150.56, which has a tR of 0.32 g/cm 2; and (b) for the same profile, but with a higher shell density of 500 g/cm3, resulting in a tR of 1.52 g/cm 2.
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majority of deuteron-breakup neutrons emerge in the forward
direction, but because there is no 1-to-1 correspondence
between energy and scattering angle for an individual deuteronbreakup neutron (because there are three product particles),
even these forward-emerging neutrons can have arbitrarily
low outgoing energies. Therefore, an exact interpretation of
the down-scattered neutron spectrum is challenging since it
requires knowledge of the areal-density asymmetry to subtract
the background.

Neutrons produced from the deuteron breakup reaction,
d(n,2n)p, are yet another source of background to the downscattered spectrum. Similar to the elastic-scattering reaction,
this reaction is proportional to tL. In IRIS3D, this reaction is
calculated only when the incoming neutron is a DT primary
neutron because of the unavailability of cross sections for other
energies. With an end point of 11.8 MeV, this interaction acts
as a background mostly in the lower-energy portions of the
spectrum. Note that when areal-density asymmetries are present, this reaction can result in ambiguities in the interpretation
of areal densities from the down-scattered neutron spectrum.
The directionality of neutrons from this reaction is shown in
Fig. 150.60. Neutrons are launched radially from the center of
the target and the locations of the product neutrons are plotted
in neutrons per steradian. Figure 150.60 shows that the large

The cumulative neutron spectrum (including all backgrounds) is shown in Fig. 150.61. The figure indicates that
at lower energies, backgrounds can significantly influence
the spectrum and therefore the inferred areal density. This is
also summarized in Table 150.VI, which indicates that the tL
inferred from the calculated spectra in the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV
range including the background is considerably larger than the
assumed areal density, whereas the background has a marginal
effect on the inferred areal density in the 10- to 12-MeV range.
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Primary neutrons from the T–T reaction, on the other hand,
do produce neutrons that act as background to the down-scattered signal because the T–T reaction produces three products,
so the energies of the outgoing neutrons can be anywhere from
0 up to almost 10 MeV. Unlike the down-scattered spectrum,
however, T–T reactions are independent of tL. Since IRIS3D
also assumes that the reaction is isotropic (detailed crosssection information is unavailable), this background is assumed
to be independent of the viewing angle.
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Figure 150.60
Hammer projection representing angular distribution of deuteron-breakup
neutrons. Each point on the surface of a projection represents a direction in
the target chamber.
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Figure 150.61
Spectra generated by IRIS3D for the profile shown in Fig. 150.56 with and
without background effects. The areal density inferred from each spectrum
in the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV and 10- to 12-MeV ranges is shown in Table 150.VI.

Table 150.VI: The tL values inferred from the spectra shown in Fig. 150.61 over
the specified energy ranges. These values should be compared to a
target tR + 0.32 g/cm2.

Inferred tL (g/cm2)
DT scattering only
All effects and interactions
LLE Review, Volume 150

3.5 to 4.5 MeV
0.337
0.559

10 to 12 MeV
0.338
0.340
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Detecting Areal Density and Asymmetries
Background can also have an effect on the inference of
tR asymmetries. Figure 150.62 shows how the detection of
areal density around an asymmetric target can be affected
by the inclusion of background for two different asymmetry
patterns. Asymmetric profiles are obtained by perturbing the
ice-block profiles with Legendre modes. To illustrate the effect,
an  = 1 pattern with a peak-to-valley amplitude of 0.2 g/cm2
is imposed on the profile [Fig. 150.62(a)]. In what follows, it
is assumed that infinite coverage around the target chamber
is available. When the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV range is used to infer
areal density, the opposite phase is measured for the mode
[Fig. 150.62(b)]. This is because the neutrons being observed
are backscattered and originate from the opposite side of
the target from the detector. The minimum and maximum
inferred areal densities when the background contributions
are not calculated are 0.27 and 0.41 g/cm2, respectively, so the
maximum-observable contrast is +0.14 g/cm2—less than the
imposed amplitude primarily because of the averaging of the
target caused by the finite solid angle of the detectors. When
background contributions are included, the  = 1 pattern is still
clearly visible, but the maximum-observable contrast drops
to +0.06 g/cm2 [Fig. 150.62(c)]. Consequently, while absolute
values are not inferred accurately, the overall asymmetry
pattern is still encoded in the neutron spectra if the pattern is
dominated by  = 1.

(a)

tR (g/cm2)

(b)

0.42
0.38
0.34
0.30
0.26
0.22
(d)
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tR (g/cm2)

0.42
0.38
0.34
0.30
0.26
0.22

Somewhat different results are obtained when an  = 2 mode
is imposed on the profile [Fig. 150.62(d)]. The  = 2 pattern
is also apparent whether or not background contributions are
considered. Additionally, the phase of the underlying arealdensity pattern is reproduced by the inferred areal density
[Fig. 150.62(b)]. Since the asymmetry being applied is now an
even mode, sampling the rear of the target actually results in
the same areal density being sampled as would be seen at the
front of the target, when viewed from any particular direction.
The maximum-observable contrast is +0.080 g/cm2; when all
background contributions are considered, this number drops
to only +0.075 g/cm2. The inclusion of background does not
significantly hinder asymmetry detection for this mode, relative
to the  = 1 perturbation. This is again because of the opposite
parities of the  = 1 and  = 2 modes. Recall from Backgrounds
for Areal-Density Inference (p. 104) that (1) the deuteronbreakup background is tR dependent; (2) its neutrons emerge
mostly in the forward direction (see Fig. 150.60); and (3) it
is most significant in the backscattered (low-energy) portion
of the neutron spectra, including the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV range.
Therefore, when a detector infers tL using this range, it samples
tL simultaneously from the opposite side of the target via elastically backscattered neutrons and the front side of the target
via deuteron-breakup neutrons. In odd-mode asymmetries,
these two locations will always have opposite areal densities,
hindering the detection of those asymmetries, while for even-

tR (g/cm2)

(c)

0.59

0.40
0.36
0.32
0.28
(e)

tR (g/cm2)

0.38
0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30

tR (g/cm2)

0.57
0.55
0.53
(f)

tR (g/cm2)

0.58
0.56
0.54
0.52

Figure 150.62
(a) Hammer plot of the line integral of tR from the center of the target for a profile with an imposed  = 1 mode. As in Fig. 150.57, each point represents a location in the target chamber. The profile used is the same as that shown in Fig. 150.56, but with the spherical-harmonic perturbation applied to the value of the
density in each cell based on its location. (b) Hammer plot of observed tL for the profile shown in (a). At each point is plotted the tL inferred from a detector at
that location looking at the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV range, as calculated by IRIS3D, considering only DT primaries and single deuteron and triton scattering. (c) Same
as (b), but with all effects and interaction calculated; [(d)–(f)] same as (a)–(c), but an  = 2 mode imposed on the ice-block profile.
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mode asymmetries, they will always have equal areal densities,
enhancing the detection of the asymmetries. Also note that the
contrast is reduced relative to the 0.2-g/cm2 amplitude of the
imposed mode. This is caused by the shorter wavelength of the
asymmetry and the finite solid angle of the detector.

in this work. For the remainder of this article, it is assumed
that background can be accounted for by fitting an extended
spectrum, potentially up to 10 MeV. The discussion that follows
considers theoretical limits on inferred areal densities with a
more realistic scenario: a finite number of detectors.

The decreasing contrast with increasing mode number is
demonstrated in Fig. 160.63. Even with infinite coverage and
background ignored, the contrast for an imposed mode with
 = 4 falls to 8% of the imposed value for the backscattered
neutrons (3.5 to 4.5 MeV) and to 17% for the forward-scattered
neutrons (10 to 12 MeV)—extremely low values that likely
cannot be detected, indicating that the limit in diagnosing
asymmetries is likely longer than the wavelengths corresponding to  = 4.

An areal-density map can be reconstructed as follows: For
each detector and each energy sub-range, a tL can be inferred
based on the spectral height in that sub-range as measured by
that detector, as is described in Areal Density and Elastic
Scattering (p. 101) [see Eq. (6)]. This inferred t L can be
projected in a ring on a sphere enclosing the target as shown
in Fig. 150.57. As a way to combine deuteron and triton elastic scattering, an average value of A = 2.5 can be used when
calculating projection angles via Eq. (7). After this is done
for each detector and energy sub-range, rings that overlap can
be averaged together in the regions of overlap, resulting in a
reconstructed areal-density map in 4r. Note that this projection assumes that neutrons are produced as a central source
that introduces an error in the maps. This error is potentially
quantifiable with neutron images that indicate the location of
the primary source in the compressed core. Neutron imaging is
not possible on OMEGA, however, because of limited neutron
statistics; although, as shown below, if the perturbation were of
a significantly large wavelength, the inference of areal-density
variations would remain robust.

Background subtraction is the subject of active investigation
for low-energy neutron spectra11 and is not discussed further
(a)
tR (g/cm2)

0.44
0.36
0.28
0.20

(b)
tR (g/cm2)

0.34
0.33

(c)

tR (g/cm2)

0.35
0.34
0.33
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Figure 150.63
(a) Same as Fig. 150.61(a), with a Legendre model  = 4 imposed on the profile;
(b) same as Fig. 150.61(b), but for the profile shown in part (a) of this figure;
(c) same as (b), but using the 10- to 12-MeV energy range.
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A proof-of-principle test of the reconstruction technique
for t R was performed by post-processing a 3-D HYDRA4
OMEGA cryogenic implosion simulation, including realistic
nonuniformity seeds from laser beam imbalances and the offset
of the target in the target chamber. Primary D–T neutrons and
elastically scattered neutrons were tracked for 20 time slices
around peak neutron production. The density profile at peak
neutron production shows a dominant  = 1 Legendre mode
in the compressed core, primarily because the target was not
placed at the target chamber center (Fig. 150.64). The lineout
of the areal density taken from the location of the peak neutron
production is also shown in Fig. 150.64(b). With infinite coverage, the inferred areal densities from the neutron spectrum are
shown in Fig. 150.65(a). Since the dominant mode is given by
 = 1, the phase is reversed compared to Fig. 150.64(b). Four
detectors were arranged in an ad hoc tetrahedral fashion around
the target in IRIS3D, and the code was used to simulate their
observed spectra from 1 to 6 MeV. The locations of these detectors are shown in Fig. 150.65(b). Neutron spectra are used to
reconstruct an areal-density map using the procedure described
previously. The shape of the reconstructed map compares well
to the lineout map seen in Fig. 150.64(b), although the contrast
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Figure 150.64
(a) Equatorial density cross section of a profile generated by HYDRA. An  =
1 mode is apparent. (b) Hammer plot of lineout tR of the profile shown in (a),
as in Fig. 150.61(a). The  = 1 mode is again the dominant feature.

(a)

(b)

tR (g/cm2)
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
tR (g/cm2)

is significantly lower, at about 0.07 g/cm2, compared to about
0.26 g/cm2 in the lineout or +27%. Figure 150.65(a) suggests,
however, that even with arbitrarily many detectors viewing the
low-energy portion of the spectrum, the maximum-observable
contrast is +0.10 g/cm2. This suggests that if one can account
for background, a small number of detectors have the potential
to reconstruct accurate areal-density maps of low-mode asymmetries around a target. It should be noted, however, that the
success of any application of this method depends greatly on
where the detectors happen to be placed relative to whatever
asymmetries are present. If, as complementary experiments
in room-temperature plastic shell implosions suggest, there is
a systematic  = 1 mode (Ref. 16), the locations for the new
detectors can be optimally prescribed to detect the mode for
these cryogenic implosions.
Ion-Temperature Inference
The width around the primary peak in the neutron spectrum, for D–T and D–D fusion neutrons, depends on target ion
2
temperatures and fluid flow. The variance v n in energy for a
primary spectrum17 is
2

2m n Ti E 0

0.17
TC13285JR

0.15

Figure 150.65
(a) Hammer plot of observed t R using the 3.5- to 4.5-MeV range for the
profile shown in Fig. 150.64. Note the expected phase change compared to
Fig. 150.64(b). (b) Reconstructed tR plot using the method described above
with four detectors measuring the 1- to 6-MeV neutron range. The locations
of the four directors are marked with black squares. The spectrum for each
detector was split into ten 1-MeV sub-ranges.
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(8)

where mn is the mass of a neutron, E 0 is the mean energy of the
primary neutron (14.1 MeV for D–T primaries and 2.45 MeV
for D–D primaries), m a is the mass of the non-neutron prod2
uct (4He for D–T and 3He for D–D), and v v is the variance in
the component of the fluid velocity along the direction of the
detector; i.e.,
v v = Var _vv : dvi.
2

(9)

The inferred temperature from the neutron spectrum is given by18

0.21
0.19

2

v n = m + m + 2m n E 0 v v ,
n
a

2

Tfit =

DE fit m n + m a

E 0 16 m n log2

,

(10)

where D Efit is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
spectrum. Therefore, the ion temperature can be inferred by
measuring the primary neutron spectra. Note that effects such
as fluid velocity or background contributions to the neutron
spectrum, which widen D–T or D–D primary spectra, will
increase the apparent D–T or D–D ion temperatures as seen
from that direction (Fig. 150.66 and Table 150.VII). The neutron
spectrum around the D–D fusion neutron peak [Fig. 150.66(a)]
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Figure 150.66
(a) Spectra, near the D–D primary peak, generated by IRIS3D for the profile shown in Fig. 150.56 with and without other interactions included. Note that
fluid flow is not accounted for in either case. (b) Same as (a), but for the D–T primary peak. The D–T and D–D temperatures inferred from each spectrum are
shown in Table 150.VII.

Table 150.VII: Ion temperature values inferred from the neutron spectra shown
in Fig. 150.66 from D–D and D–T reactions. These values should
be compared to a thermal temperature of 3 keV.

Inferred ion temperature (keV)
D–T/D–D primaries only
All neutron interactions

can be broadened because of these effects while only marginally influencing the width of the D–T fusion neutron. The two
contributions to the spectra are low-energy backgrounds from
other neutron processes in the target and the lowering of the
height of the D–D neutron peak because of its higher scattering
cross sections, which cause a significant increase in apparent
ion temperature (Table 150.VII). The apparent temperature
calculated from just the D–D primary spectra is 2.97 keV compared to the thermal value of 3 keV (see Fig. 150.56), while that
calculated from the spectra including all contributions without
any corrections to the background is 3.89 keV—a 31% increase.
These effects are relatively insignificant when inferred from
the D–T neutron spectrum [Fig. 150.66(b)]. This is because
(1) the scattering cross sections of 14.1-MeV neutrons are
smaller compared to those of 2.45-MeV neutrons and (2) there
is a lack of backgrounds above 12 MeV, including all the neutron interactions. As Table 150.VII indicates, the increase is
less than 1%.
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D–D reaction
2.97
3.89

D–T reaction
2.9
3.0

The second term in Eq. (8), corresponding to fluid flow,
can significantly affect neutron spectral widths. To isolate the
effect of fluid flow, the same hydrocode profile from Fig. 150.64
was used and only D–T and D–D primaries were tracked.
Figure 150.67 shows that the profile contains a jet of fluid flow
directed from the high-density region of the  = 1 mode to the
low-density side.
The inferred ion temperatures from D–T and D–D fusion
neutron spectra (Fig. 150.68) correspond closely to this flow.
Observed temperatures for both D–T and D–D neutrons are
highest at the positions corresponding to the extremes in density
shown in Fig. 150.64(b) and lowest in a ring at about 90° to
these two points. For any direction in the ring around the  =
1 mode, the jet seen in Fig. 150.67 points orthogonally to that
2
direction, so it has a very small effect on the value of v v as
seen from that direction as calculated in Eq. (9). For the directions that point along the  = 1 mode, however, there is a large
2
variation in vv : dv [Eq. (9)], leading to a large v n [Eq. (8)]. As
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a result, the apparent temperature is much higher than it would
be with no fluid flow in these directions. These results indicate
that with multiple views of the primary neutron spectra, the
relative ion temperature values inferred can provide an indication of low-order asymmetries in the hot spot.
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Figure 150.67
Same as Fig. 150.64(a), but with additional vectors representing fluid velocity
direction and magnitude.
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Figure 150.68
(a) Hammer plot of apparent DT ion temperatures around the target for the
profile shown at peak neutron production in Fig. 150.64, as calculated by
IRIS3D considering DT neutrons only. As in previous figures, each point
represents a direction in the target chamber, and the value at each point is
the apparent temperature as measured from that direction. (b) Same as (a),
but for apparent DD ion temperatures.
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Conclusions
Using a newly developed particle tracking code IRIS3D
(see Appendix, below), neutron-based spectra are used to
study signatures of asymmetry in OMEGA-scale cryogenic
implosions. These include areal-density variations and neutron
spectral-width variations around the compressed target. Background subtraction from observed neutron spectra is extremely
important for the lower-energy range (1 to 6 MeV) to infer true
areal densities. It is found that because of the finite area of the
target viewed by detectors, a limited number of detectors that
use a neutron spectrum up to 6 MeV can provide information on
the underlying asymmetric structure of the compressed shell.
Although not presented in this work, it has been found that the
shape of the neutron spectrum changes from the spherically
symmetric shape. This information will be used to isolate the
effect of asymmetry and backgrounds in future work. Background subtraction from the lower-energy D–D fusion neutron
peak is critical for reliably inferring neutron width. It is also
shown that measurements of neutron width can be correlated
with an overall direction of fluid flow from both DD and DT
ion temperatures, provided background correction has been
performed for the DD temperature. Detailed simulations
and comparisons with experiment for a range of implosion
parameters will be presented elsewhere. We will continue to
use IRIS3D as a postprocessor for 3-D hydrodynamic codes
and will pursue detailed comparisons with observations for
OMEGA cryogenic implosions.
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Appendix: Structure and Methods of IRIS3D
IRIS3D is a parallel Monte Carlo–based neutron-tracking
code with variable particle weights. Neutrons generated by
a variety of interactions are tracked through a spherical grid
made up of hexahedral cells such as those shown in Fig. 150.69.
Note that in Fig. 150.69 and throughout this appendix, r,
i, and z refer to spherical coordinates with i denoting the
polar angle and z denoting the azimuthal angle. Each cell is
indexed as described in the figure and is characterized by a
DT fuel density, an ion temperature, and a fluid vector velocity. To preserve the hexahedral structure of each cell, IRIS3D
imposes exclusion zones within a small distance of the origin
and within a small angle of each pole that are not occupied by
cells. Therefore, each vertex with an i-index of zero is not at r =
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0 but at a very small distance from the origin, and each vertex
with a j-index of zero or the maximum index is not at i = 0 or
r, respectively, but at 0 plus a small angle and r minus a small
angle, respectively. These exclusion zones are small enough that
a very limited number of particles can pass through them in a
given simulation. They have an insignificant effect on results,
and particles that do pass through them are simply propagated
across them by a reflection, where they continue on through
the remainder of the grid as usual.
V6
(i + 1, j, k + 1)
V5 (i + 1, j, k)
V2
(i, j, k + 1)

V1 (i, j, k)

V4
(i + 1, j, k)

i
z
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V8 (i + 1, j + 1, k + 1)

V3
(i, j + 1, k)

r

V7
(i + 1, j, k + 1)

Figure 150.69
Layout of a generic hexahedral cell in IRIS3D. Each vertex (V) is represented
by indices i, j, and k, which increase with r, i, and z, respectively, and each
cell is bounded by eight vertices as shown.

IRIS3D currently models six neutron-emitting interactions.
Spectra from these interactions are shown in Fig. 150.59: primary neutron–producing fusion reactions including d(t,n)4He,
d(d,n)3He, and t(t,2n)4He; and three secondary interactions
including d _n,nli dl , t _n,nli tl , and d(n,2n)p. The secondary
interactions involve the interactions of primaries as they traverse the grid.
A trajectory in IRIS3D is generated in some cell, (i, j, k),
representing some number of neutrons yn, all at some energy
E, and moving in some direction dv = _u, v, wi, where dv is a
unit vector and u, v, and w are the direction cosines. The initial
position of the trajectory, P0 = (x, y, z), is set as the centroid of
the cell in which it is generated. The trajectory is tracked in a
straight line through the grid.
For each cell the trajectory enters, the following process is
carried out: first, initial points Q and normal vectors for the
six planes of the cell are calculated; next, for each plane, the
following calculation is performed:
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Ds =

PQ : nv
,
dv : nv

(11)

where P denotes the initial position of the trajectory within
the cell and Ds represents the (possibly negative) distance the
trajectory must travel along its direction to intersect with that
plane. The plane that yields the smallest positive value of Ds
is the next plane with which the trajectory will intersect, so it
corresponds to the face of the cell through which the trajectory
will exit. Next, any secondary neutron interactions the user has
specified to be considered are calculated based on the physical
parameters of the cell and the neutrons represented by the trajectory along with the value of Ds corresponding to the chosen
plane. Finally, the trajectory’s position P is changed to the position of intersection with that face and then propagated a small
distance along direction d determined by convergence studies,
and the particle’s current cell index (i, j, k) is updated based on
the face through which it exited. For example, if the particle
started in cell (i, j, k) and exited through the face lying in the
plane V1V2V3, its new cell index would be (i, j, k), as is apparent from Fig. 150.69. If, at this point, the cell indices indicate
that the trajectory has entered an exclusion zone, as described
above, the particle is appropriately reflected to continue along
the grid. For each trajectory, this process is carried out until
the particle exits the grid. When this occurs, the trajectory is
binned. Note that the target is assumed to be very small compared to the target chamber; therefore, the target is assumed
to be essentially point-like from the view of any detectors, so
trajectories are binned only according to their direction dv.
IRIS3D accounts for two different types of detectors that bin
trajectories. First, a grid of detectors is placed around the target.
The grid lines are at constant i or z values, so for each trajectory,
its (i, z) direction is calculated according to d, and it is binned
in whichever grid rectangle its (i, z) direction lies. In addition,
detectors at specific (i, z) locations and with specific solid
angles X are specified by the user (for example, these would
correspond to existing detector locations on OMEGA). For each
of these detectors, a trajectory is binned in them if and only if
X
dv : vl $ 1 ,
2r

(12)

where vl is a unit vector in the direction of the detector. Detectors
collect both time-integrated and time-resolved neutron spectra.
In what follows, we discuss in detail how trajectories are
launched. First, the number of fusion reactions in each cell is
calculated. To do this, a reactivity G vvH is calculated in each
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cell based on cell ion temperatures using the analytic fit given
in Ref. 19, and then the number of fusion reactions, ycell, is
calculated as
y cell =

=

ni n j
1 + d ij
fi f j

vv ij VDt

b l vv ij VDt,
1 + d ij m
t 2

(13)

where ni and nj are ion densities for the two different ions, fi
and fj are the ion fractions for the two ions characterized during
the target-fabrication process, V is the cell volume, Dt is the
duration of the time slice being processed for neutron spectra,
and dij is the Kronecker delta (= 1 if i = j, i.e., for D–D fusion).
If N is the total number of trajectories that are to be launched
across the entire grid for that time step (determined by requiring
adequate statistics in the calculated spectra), then the number
of trajectories launched per cell is ay cell / y cellk : N.
For each primary trajectory to be launched from a cell centroid, d is chosen as a random unit vector (since the primary
reactions considered in this work are isotropic) and E sampled
from a normal distribution with mean n and standard deviation
v determined by17
n = E 0 + _vv : dvi

2 mn E0

(14)

from a distribution obtained by an R‑matrix calculation,22
which agrees well with experimental measurements.22 Note
that the T–T primary neutrons are not launched in pairs that
obey the conservation laws but instead are launched one at a
time, independently. Momentum and energy are conserved only
with adequate statistics.
Secondary reactions are considered next. IRIS3D starts
by estimating a value of yl , the total number of deuteronscattered neutrons:

yl = y total

The number of deuteron (or triton)-scattering interactions,
yl , is calculated as

yl = y
2 m n Ti E 0
m n+ m a ,

(15)

where, for example, E 0 = 14.1 MeV is the mean neutron energy
from the D–T fusion reaction; vv the cell fluid velocity; mn and
m a are the masses of the neutron and alpha particles, respectively; and T i is the cell ion temperature. The second term in
the expression for the mean of the energy distribution takes
into account Doppler shifts in the energy of the neutron caused
by the fluid velocity. The expression for the standard deviation
takes into account the broadening of the neutron spectrum
caused by the plasma temperature.18
T–T reactions are treated similarly. Reactivity for temperatures below 1 keV is calculated using the analytic fit given in
Ref. 20, while reactivity for ion temperatures above or equal
to 1 keV is calculated by linear interpolation using the look-up
table given in Ref. 21. The initial neutron energy E 0 is sampled
112

(16)

where ytotal is the total number of primary neutrons generated
`=/ y cellj, v14.1 is the cross section for deuteron elastic scattering for neutrons at 14.1 MeV, and tR is a directionally averaged
lineout of the areal density. For multiple scattering, where energies other than 14.1 MeV can contribute to the spectrum, the
scattering cross section is obtained from an energy-dependent
look-up table given by Ref. 23. The number Ns of secondary
trajectories launched from a given interaction location is a code
input to obtain converged results; therefore the weight of each
trajectory is y 0 = yltotal N s .

and

v=

fD v14.1
tR,
m

fD/T v D/T
tDs,
m

(17)

where y is the number of neutrons represented by the trajectory, v is the cross section for deuteron elastic scattering for
neutrons with energy E, and Ds is the path length. At this point,
y is replaced with y–yl since the primary trajectory loses any
neutrons that scatter away. The weight of the trajectory is y0,
and a scattering angle i is sampled by interpolating between a
set of energy-dependent angular cross sections from Ref. 15.
An azimuthal scattering angle z is then picked randomly over
the interval (0, 2r), and the scattered neutron trajectory direcv is set as
tion dl
dv l = av sini cosz + bv sini sinz + dv cosi,

(18)

where dv is the direction of the original trajectory and av and
bv are a set of unit vectors that are orthogonal to each other
and to dv. Finally, El , the energy of the scattered neutrons,
is determined based on i using Eq. (7). Once generated, the
scattered trajectory is again handled as described previously.
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The deuteron-breakup interaction is modeled somewhat differently. A look-up table for angular distributions of emerging
particles is available only for 14.1-MeV incident neutrons, so
the interaction is considered only in the case where the original
trajectory represents D–T primary neutrons. A constant value of
v = v14.1 = 164.821 mb is used for both Eqs. (16) and (17) (see
Ref. 24). Two trajectories are launched for the product neutrons
since two neutrons are produced in each break-up reaction. Since
there is no deterministic relationship between the angle and energy
of each emergent neutron, the scattering angle is sampled from a
distribution calculated based on Ref. 25, and energy is sampled
from a distribution based on that scattering angle. As was the
case with the T–T primary reaction, the neutrons’ energies and
scattering angles are both sampled independently, so momentum
and energy are not necessarily conserved in any particular interaction but conservation improves with increasingly better statistics.
If a series of time slices from the same implosion are used
instead, the process is repeated for each time step and the
results are accumulated over time.
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